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I. Introduction 

„ [...] Growth was not a passive, trickle-down strategy for helping the poor. It 

was an active, pull-up strategy instead. It required a government that would 

energetically take steps to accelerate growth, through a variety of policies in-

cluding building infrastructure such as roads and ports and attracting foreign 

funds."  

(Jagdish Bhagwati, 2004)1 

Export growth and diversification through integration into the international economy have 

benefitted a rising number of developing economies.2 Based on the neoclassical economic as-

sumption that increased export activity leads to higher economic growth, export-oriented de-

velopment strategies have uplifted their development status accordingly.3 Prominent successful 

examples include: 

• The so-called Asian “tigers” Republic of Korea, Taiwan, Singapore and Hong Kong, 

whose export-led strategy started in the 1960s, 

• South-East Asian nations like Malaysia, Indonesia and Thailand, which begun in the 

1970s, 

• followed by Viet Nam, Cambodia, and, as an outstanding example, the People’s Republic 

of China during the 1990s and 2000s, 

• Bangladesh and India in South Asia, 

• in Latin America Costa Rica and Chile, 

• and in Africa Botswana, Mauritius and Tunisia.  

Amongst the aforementioned countries, export promotion policies played in most but not all 

cases a crucial role in sustaining long-term growth rates by fostering sequences of investment, 

innovation, and poverty reduction, thus enabling their economies to pass through a transition 

from dependency on primary goods production to vital manufacturing exporters.4 

                                                             
1Bhagwatti, Jagdish: In Defense of Capitalism, Oxford 2004, p. 54. 
2Belloc, Marianna: Survey of the Literature on Successful Strategies and Practices for Export Promotion by Develop-

ing Countries, in: International Growth Centre, Working Paper 11/0248 (June 2011), p. 3. 
3Krueger, Anne O.: Trade Policies in Developing Nations, in: Handbook of International Economics, Washington 1985, 

p. 519-569 (p. 20) 
4UNCTAD: Export Competiveness and Development in LDCs – Policies, Issues and Priorities for Least Developed 

Countries for Action During and Beyond UNCTAD XII, New York and Geneva 2008, p. 1. 
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One “vehicle” for active participation in the international trade system, and therefore for out-

ward-oriented export driven growth, is setting-up special economic zones (SEZ).5 Over the past 

30 years, the success of a number of SEZs in developing countries has inspired other developing 

countries to turn to SEZs as a way of making their development strategies more outward-

oriented. However, developing countries have had varied results with this strategy: Some SEZs 

have emerged as dynamic engines of growth, while others have created little benefit, and turned 

out to be net drains on government resources. Such contrasting outcomes demonstrate the need 

for further examination into the factors that determine the success or otherwise of such zones.6 

The Lao People’s Democratic Republic (Lao PDR) is one of those countries, which recently, in 

the year 2011, adopted a national SEZ strategy. Against the background of Lao’s on-going efforts 

to enhance its national SEZ strategy, the primary objective of the here presented study is to 

have a close look at the success factors and pitfalls of international SEZ experience in general 

and the Chinese case Shenzhen in particular, subsequently deriving policy implications for suc-

cessfully establishing SEZs in Lao PDR. 

The paper is structured as following: Chapter two will provide an overview of Lao’s SEZ strategy, 

its accomplishments, and bottlenecks. Chapter three will scrutinize the SEZ concept, its defini-

tions, and various real types in practice. Based on the previous findings, chapter four will draw 

insights from the various strands of worldwide academic and practical SEZ literature in order to 

shed light on the underlying economic concept as well as potential policy implications for 

achieving SEZ specific policy objectives. Based on a literature review and previously conducted 

expert interviews, chapter five will analyse the policy measures and institutional design of the 

Chinese SEZ Shenzhen as a regional best practice model. Chapter six will combine the findings, 

and derive essential policy aspects, which need to be considered in Lao’s course of setting-up 

SEZs.  

                                                             
5Yuan, Jing-dong and Eden, Lorraine: Export Processing Zones in Asia, in: Asian Survey, Volume 32, Number 11 

(1992), pp. 1026-1045 (p. 1026).  
6Biggs, Tyler: Assessing Export Supply Constraints – Methodology, Data, Measurement, Framework paper for the 

AERC Collaborative Research Project on Export Supply Response Capacity Constraints in Africa, African Economic 
Research Consortium, Nairobi 2007, p. 10.  
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2. Lao PDR’s National SEZ Strategy – Status Quo, Prospects and Challenges 

Beginning with the introduction of the New Economic Mechanism in 1986, and hence imple-

mentation of reform policies, Lao PDR is still facing a gradual transformation from a strictly 

planned economy to a more market based system. While the country has made considerable 

progress insofar, current reform aims further liberalization of the national economic system, 

creation of a facilitating private sector environment and stimulation of international trade and 

investment.7 

As part of the country’s endeavour to enhance the investment and business climate by attract-

ing foreign investment, generating employment, and diversifying the production base, therefore 

enabling the country to overcome the status as least developed country (LDC), Lao’s government 

made the implementation of Special and Specific Economic Zones one of its strategic tasks.8 

Officially, the national SEZ strategy is outlined in the “Development Strategy for Special and 

Specific Zone (SEZ) in the Lao PDR, 2011–2020”. It sets out the framework as well as future di-

rections for SEZ development and policy content until 2020. Other SEZ related legal acts in-

clude:“Law on Government of the Lao PDR” (No: 02/NA, 06.03.2003), “Law on Investment Pro-

motion” (No: 02/NA, 08.07.2009), “Resolution of Standing Committee of the National Assembly 

on the Endorsement the Decree on Special and Specific Economic Zones in Lao PDR” (No: 47/SC, 

26.10.2010), “Decree on Special and Specific Economic Zones in Lao PDR” (No: 443/PM, 

26.10.2010) and on the “Proposal Letter of the Chairman of National Committee for Special and 

Specific Economic Zone (No: 08/NCSEZ, 05.04.2010). 

Embedded in the long-term “Seventh Five-Year National Socio-Economic Development Plan 

(2011-2015)”, Lao’s SEZ policy – as set out by the aforementioned strategy paper of the leading 

authority National Committee on Special Economic Zone in Lao PDR (NCSEZ) – strives to 

pursue five core macroeconomic objectives:  

• Contributing to rapid socio-economic development, 

• Integrating the Lao economy in regional and international markets, 

• Promoting economic reform based on market mechanism, 

• Building industrial foundations, 

                                                             
7Bertelsmann Transformationsindex (BTI): Ländergutachten – Volksrepublik Laos, 2012, p. 15f. 
8The Secretariat to the National Committee for Special and Specific Economic Zone: Development Strategy for Special 

and Specific Economic Zone in the Lao PDR, 2011 – 2020, 
http://www.sncsez.gov.la/images/LegalDocuments/sez_development_strategy_eng.pdf, p. i. 
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• Modernizing the economy by transforming land into capital9 

2.1. Status Quo: Special Economic Zones in Lao PDR 

The national zone programme was launched by a SEZ feasibility study project along the 2nd Lao-

Thai Friendship Bridge in Savannakhet province in cooperation with Japan International Coop-

eration Agency (JICA) in 2000, which led to the approval of Lao’s first experimental economic 

zone Savan-Seno SEZ in 2002. Today, it covers ten approved SEZs and several more which are 

still in the early planning stage (see table 1).10  In order to have a clear understanding of the 

achievements and issues of these zones, three already existing zones, which are according to the 

Secretariat to the Lao National Committee for Special Economic Zone (S-NCSEZ) most pro-

gressed11, will be discussed below.  

Table 1. Special and Specific Zones in Lao P.D.R 

No Zone Location Objective Status Developer 

Approved 

1 Savan-Seno SEZ Savannakhet 
province 

Industry 
Trade 
Service 
Logistics 

Approval 
2002 

Lao Govern-
ment 

2 Boten Beautiful 
Land SEZ 

Luangnamtha 
province 

Logistics 
Trade 
Commercial 
Tourism 

Approval 
2010 

PR China 

3 Golden Triangle 
SEZ 

Bokea prov-
ince 

Tourism 
Trade 
Service 

Approval 
2010 

PR China 

4 Phoukhyo SEZ Khammouane 
province 

Trade 
Service 
Industry 

Approval 
2010 

Lao Govern-
ment 

5 Vientiane Industrial 
and Trade SEZ 

Vientiane 
capital 

Industry 
Trade 
Service 

Approval 
2011 

PR China 
(Taiwan) 

5 Vientiane Industrial 
and Trade SEZ 

Vientiane 
capital 

Industry 
Trade 
Service 

Approval 
2011 

PR China 
(Taiwan) 

                                                             

9Prime Minister’s Office Lao PDR: Decree on Special Economic Zone and Specific Economic Zone, Vientiane October 
2010, p. 4. 

10The Secretariat to the National Committee for Special and Specific Economic Zone (S-NCSEZ): Development Strate-
gy for Special and Specific Economic Zone in the Lao PDR, 2011 – 2020, 
http://www.sncsez.gov.la/images/LegalDocuments/sez_development_strategy_eng.pdf, p. 4. 

11Ibid, p. 14. 
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6 Longthanh Vienti-
ane SEZ 

Vientiane  
capital 

Tourism 
Service 

Approval 
2012 

- 

7 Dongphosy SEZ Vientiane  
capital 

Service 
Commerce 
Logistic 

Approval 
2012 

- 

8 Saysetha Develop-
ment SEZ 

Vientiane  
capital 

Industry 
Trade 

Approval 
2012 

- 

9 Thatluang Lake SEZ 
 

Vientiane   
capital 

Industry 
Tourism 

Approval 
2012 

- 

10 Thakhek SEZ 
 

Khammouane 
province 

Trade 
Service 

Approval 
2012 

- 

Feasibility studies (status 2012) 

11 Namheuang Check 
Point Zone 

Xayabuly 
province 

Trade 
Service 

- - 

12 Houayxone Zone Vientiane  
capital 

Service 
Tourism 

- - 

13 Thatluang Lake Vientiane  
capital 

Trade 
Service 

- - 

14 Culture Garden 
Zone (Dong Phosy) 

Vientiane  
capital 

Trade 
Service 

- - 

15 New Town Devel-
opment Zone 
Nongping 

Vientiane  
capital 

Service 
Tourism 
 

- - 

16 Specific Economic 
Zone for Eco-
Tourism 
Xiengkhouang Mai 
District 

Xiengkhouang 
province 

Service 
Tourism 
 

- - 

17 MahanthiSiphan-
done Zone 

Champasak 
province 

Special Economic 
Zone 

- - 

18 BolavenPlateu Zone Champasak 
province 

Trade 
Service 

- - 

19 Vangtao Zone 
(Xongmek) 

Champasak 
province 

Trade 
Service 

- - 

20 Focal Point Vi-
engkham-Thasaat 

Bolikhamxay 
province 

Special Economic 
Zone 

- - 

21 Nongkhang Zone Huaphan 
province 

Special Economic 
Zone 

- - 

22 Huayxay Point 
Bridge Zone 

Bokeo-
province 

Service 
Tourism 

- - 
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Established in September 2003, Savan-Seno SEZ comprises of 677 hectares and is geographi-

cally located along Road No. 9 in Savannakhet province. Its main economic focus lies on attract-

ing investment for production, trade and services along the East-West Economic Corridor12, 

which is a transport corridor link from North-East Thailand through Lao PDR to Da Nang Port in 

Viet Nam. Until 2012, infrastructure facilities for water and electricity supply as well as roads 

had been partly constructed and 16 companies had settled down in the zone. However, accord-

ing to the S-NCSEZ’s assessment, progress regarding further zone development still faces sev-

eral problems, especially related to re-compensation of land costs, and the developer’s inability 

to raise the amount of funds as agreed in the contract. Eventually, these factors led to the inter-

ruption of the construction process.13 

Boten Beautiful Land SEZ has been set-up as border trade zone with the goal to be trans-

formed into a trade, investment and entertainment centre area. Primary funded by investors 

from the People’s Republic of China, the United Kingdom, Hong Kong, Macao, the Russian Fed-

eration, Slovenia, South Korea, and Thailand, infrastructure projects, such as a warehouse cen-

tre, an integrated distribution centre, retail stores, a number of hotels, staff dormitories, an en-

tertainment centre, restaurants as well as electricity, water supply and telecommunication sys-

tems, roads and other facilities, have been completed. However, since establishment in 2010, 

operations on the zone mainly focused on casino operations, which solely lack in sustainable 

development approach. Due to a number of incidents, international relations in the zone have 

been negatively affected. Furthermore, deficiencies in coordination between the private and 

public sector in regards to labour regulations, and the inclusion of the surrounding economy, 

are prevailing. 14 

The initial decision to transform Tonh Pheung district in Bokeo province into a special devel-

opment zone had been made more than a decade ago. Internationally recognized as “drug zone”, 

the overall aim was to develop the region in a sustainable manner, therefore enhancing its repu-

tation. However, after years of standing still within the implementation process, the region re-

mained as an underdeveloped and remote area. Nevertheless, in April 2007, the Lao govern-

ment and Burma-Macaolandou LTD. Co had signed a contract to develop the Asian Triangle 

Golden Land integrated tourism site. Subsequently, in February 2010, the area had been up-

graded to be transformed into Golden Triangle SEZ. Achievements insofar include: Completed 

infrastructure projects by the developer, such as an entertainment complex, one hotel, six dor-

                                                             

12Ibid, p. 6. 
13S-NCSEZ: ibid, pp. 14-19. 
14Ibid, pp. 8-9. 
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mitories, a brick factory, a small airport as well as electricity, water and telecommunication 

supply systems. Next to the build-up of infrastructure in the zone, the developer also provided 

financial support for the construction of a road from Nam Keung to Mom village and 16 schools 

in four Northern provinces. Yet, despite smooth investment operations on the side of the devel-

oper, the zone is still facing difficulties. Amongst others, these include social problems, which 

were created by the entertainment site, eventually leading to an environment perceived as un-

safe, a lack of coordination and implementation in regards to labour policy issues, as well as the 

failure in creating economic linkages to areas surrounding the zone.15 

2.2. Overall Issues of SEZ Programme 

The reasons for the performance gap of Lao’s SEZ programme range – according to S-NCSEZ’s 

own statements – from institutional problems, such as a lack of resolve in terms of conception, 

execution, and responsibility of SEZ authorities, to implementation issues, which include in es-

sence the interruption of zone constructions due to insufficient developer budgets, as well as 

legal and land related issues. Furthermore, the three already constructed zones did not succeed 

in establishing linkages with the surrounding economy, or in having a substantial impact on the 

employment rate of Lao citizens due to developer’s preference to employ foreign staff.16 

In sum, underlying issues for the aforementioned defects can be summarized as following17: 

• SEZ development is regarded as a new experience for the government. 

• A certain proportion of national and local government representatives lack comprehen-

sive understanding of the concept. 

• Land identification and allocation for the initial set-up of zones had been inappropriate. 

• Limited or insufficient government funds for crucial infrastructure projects, such as 

road systems, telecommunication, electricity and water supply systems, as well as re-

compense of land use rights. 

• Lack of qualified staff for the positions within the SEZs. 

• Deficient supervision, monitoring, and evaluation procedures. 

• Strategic analysis of geographical, environmental and other factors for the initial imple-

mentation of zone programmes had been insufficient. 

• Lack of civil society’s understanding and participation in and around the SEZs. 

                                                             
15Ibid, pp. 9-10. 
16Ibid, pp. 16-17. 
17Ibid, pp. 17-18. 
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2.3. Future SEZ Directions and Main Goals as Embedded in the 7thFive Year Socio-

Economic Development Plan 

As set out in the directions and main tasks of the current 7th Five Year Economic Development 

Plan, Lao’s national SEZ programme is supposed to play a strategic role in regional development 

and poverty reduction. Therefore, the government seeks to pursue a policy course over the fol-

lowing years, which is designated to foster the development of SEZs at geographically favour-

able locations along regional corridors and border zones, such as Savannakhet-Seno, Dansavanh, 

Vientiane capital, Huayxay-Tonpheung, Kenethao, Boten, and Nonghat.18 

Within this policy framework, priority will be given to further develop already existing SEZs, 

and to create an enabling business climate by setting-up additional ones. Neighbouring coun-

tries like PR China, Thailand, Viet Nam, as well as other ASEAN member states are therein re-

garded as key sources for markets and foreign investment. Amongst other targeted sectors, the 

primary focus of Lao’s SEZ strategy will beat this point export-processing industries19: 

• Boten SEZ shall function as a commercial export centre, in which exports should be cus-

tomized to meet the demands of Chinese and other foreign markets. 

• Tonpheung SEZ will be turned into an all-round specific economic zone for export in-

dustries, commerce, finance, and tourism. 

• Savan-Seno SEZ is supposed to become an economic cooperation centre for export in-

dustries, commerce, finance, services, and modern technology. 

• Kenethao, Nonghat, Khamkeuth, Thakek, Dansavanh, and other areas shall become 

border economic cooperation areas and border trade centres to attract investors from 

Southeast Asia and other regions to manufacturing export products, developing light in-

dustries, and producing household goods for the domestic market. 

• SEZs in Phoukeua, Darktaork, Dakcheung, and Phouvong are supposed to function as 

integral part of the Cambodia, Laos, and Viet Nam (CLV) “triangle development area”. 

  

                                                             
187th Five Year Plan, p. 104. 
19Ibid, pp. 170-172. 
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3. Variety of Special Economic Zones 

“Well designed Special Economic Zones have proven to be a remarkable tool 

for growth and job creation around the world. Costs in Asia, especially China, 

are rising and there is much talk of millions of labour intensive firms looking 

for new regional locations.” 

(Theodore Moran, 2012)
20

 

Promotion of foreign commerce by means of setting up special economic zones is a centuries-

old policy concept pursued by various nations all over the globe.21 Nevertheless, although today 

the set-up of the first modern Special Economic Zone (SEZ) – Shannon Airport (1956) in Ireland 

– dates back more than 50 years, the economic policy tool gains renewed popularity. Since the 

early 1980s, politicians and academics alike have discussed on the benefits and limits of SEZs to 

attract foreign capital, increase global and regional trade shares, generate employment, and 

therefore kickstart economic growth.22 This trend becomes especially clear when having a look 

at the global distribution of SEZ programmes over the last 20 years. In both developed and de-

veloping countries, the concept has been increasingly propagated, while at the same time adapt-

ing to the policy goals and economic conditions of each country.23 Have there been 176 zones in 

47 countries in 1986; the International Labour Organization’s (ILO) database recorded 3,500 

zones in 130 countries 2006.24 

To have a better understanding of the concept as well as of the underlying economic objectives, 

which make SEZs attractive for governments, the following section will scrutinize the policy tool 

in detail. The first sub-section provides an overview of the various approaches to define SEZs 

since the early 1980s. Subsequently, the second sub-section offers a comprehensive description 

of currently implemented types of SEZs worldwide. 

 

 

                                                             
20Mann, Theodore: Using Special Economic Zones to Drive Economic Development, in: CDI Roundtable, 2012 (p. 11). 
21Stoltenberg, Clyde D.: China’s Special Economic Zones – Their Development and Prospects, in: Asian Survey, Volume 

24, Number 6 (1984), pp. 637-654 (638). 
22Farole, Thomas: Special Economic Zones – What have we learned?, in: VOX online Edition, September 2011, 

http://www.voxeu.org/article/special-economic-zones-what-have-we-learned  
23Madani, Dorsati: A Review of the Role and Impact of Export Processing Zones, Washington DC 1999, p. 12. 
24Boyenge, Jean-Pierre Singa: ILO Database on Export Processing Zones, ILO Working Paper, 2007, p. 1.   
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3.1. SEZs – A Matter of Definition 

As Dorsati Madani and others have emphasized in their studies, when discussing SEZs, a variety 

of terminologies appear and are used interchangeably throughout the academic literature.25 

Therefore, generally speaking, a consensus as how to label this phenomenon does not exist.26 

But, in principal, as Helena Johannson pointed out, the definitions only differ slightly while the 

general underlying concept is basically the same.27 

The causes for the “multiplicity of forms of economic zones” are, according to Claude Baissac, the 

outcome of a number of factors, such as28: 

• The necessity to distinguish between types of zones that feature differences in form and 

function. 

• Variances in economic terminology among countries. 

• The desire of zone promoters to distance their product from the competition. 

• The outcome of multiple translation processes. 

Hence, he concludes: “Definitions vary across countries and institutions, and evolve continuously 

as new types of zones are developed and older types disappear or are adapted. Any attempt at a 

comprehensive definition of economic zones must be sufficiently broad to encompass the bewilder-

ing array of past, present, and future zones, and yet sufficiently precise to exclude those that do not 

display the essential structural features that make a zone a zone.”
29 Thus, in order to derive a 

valid definition for globally distributed SEZs today, the following evolutionary overview of SEZ 

definitions since the 1980s will serve as theoretical foundation, illustrating the essential fea-

tures. 

Sonko Nishitateno defined SEZs in the 1980s briefly “as an area where enterprises are treated 

more preferentially than in other areas in relation to such matters as tax rate and scope of opera-

tions in order to attract foreign capital and advanced technology for modernisation.”
30 Kwan-Yiu 

Wong and David Chu, on the other hand, defined them as “areas involved in the establishment of 

modern manufacturing plants inside an industrial estate, by offering suitable package of invest-

                                                             
25Madani, Dorsati: ibid, p. 13. 
26Dabour, Nabil Md.: „Free Trade Zones in the Aftermath of the Uruguay Round – Experience of Selected OIC Member 

Countries, in: Journal of Economic Cooperation, Volume 20, Issue 4(1999), pp. 1-33 (p. 3). 
27Johannson, Helena: The Economics of Export Processing Zones Revisited, in: Development Policy Review, Volume 

12, Number 4 (1995), pp. 387-402 (p.387). 
28Baissac, Claude: Brief History of SEZs and Overview of Policy Debates, in: Farole, Thomas: Special Economic Zones 

in Africa – Comparing Performance and Learning from Global Experience, Washington DC, 2011, pp. 23-53 (p. 24). 
29Ibid. 
30Nishitateno, Sonoko: China’s Special Economic Zones – Experimental Units for Economic Reform, in: International 

and Comparative Law Quarterly, Number 32(1983), pp. 175-185 (p. 176). 
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ment incentives to both foreign and domestic entrepreneurs.”
31 Jici Wang and John Bradbury had 

provided a further definition, pointing out that “specialized trading and processing zones, includ-

ing duty-free zones, are a special class of economic area designed by the government […]. In es-

sence [it] is a geographically defined area within which lower taxes prevail, fewer commercial 

restrictions are in effect, and less government intervention in the economy is evident.”
32 

During the main debate on SEZs in the 90s, Berthold Busch broadly described them as “gener-

ally geographically or functionally defined territories within a national economy, which follow a 

different logic and regulation in regards to the manufacturing of goods and production of services 

compared to other parts of the country.”33 A further commonly accepted definition in the 1990 

shad been provided by Joachim Ahrens and Astrid Meyer Baudeck: “SEZs are geographically or 

functionally limited parts of an economy in which rules and other institutions concerning the pro-

duction and the distribution of goods and services differ from those in the rest of the economy. 

These special institutions are realized in order to promote and favour economic activity in a spe-

cific area. Generally, they offer both financial incentives, such as lower taxes and tariffs, and subsi-

dies as well as the substantial deregulation of the legal and administrative framework or the pro-

vision of legal privileges.”
34 

In institutional literature today, the focus lies on a more basic and generic term of SEZs. In a 

report, published by the World Bank in 2008, Gokhan Akinci and James Crittle finely defined 

them as “one tool in a portfolio of mechanisms commonly employed to create jobs, generate ex-

ports, and attract foreign investment, through the provision of incentives, streamlined procedures, 

and custom-built infrastructure.”35 According to their assessment:“The principles incorporated in 

the basic concept of a special economic zone include:  

• Geographically delimited area, 

• Usually physically secured (fenced-in),  

• Single management/administration,  

• Eligibility for benefits based upon physical location within the zone,  

                                                             
31Wong, Kwan-Yiu and Chu, David: Export Processing Zones and Special Economic Zones as Generators of Economic 

Development – The Asian Perspective, in: Geografiska Annaler. Series B, Human Geography, Volume 66, Number 1 
(1984), pp. 1-16 (p. 1). 

32Wang, Jici and Bradbury, John H.: The Changing Industrial Geography of the Chinese Special Economic Zones, in: 
Economic Geography, Volume 62, Number 4 (1986), pp. 307-320 (p. 308). 

33Busch, Berthold: „Sonderwirtschaftszonen als Instrument der Systemtransformation, in: Beiträge zur Wirtschafts- 
und Sozialpolitik, Volume 3 (1992), p.8. 

34Ahrens, Joachim and Meyer-Baudeck, Astrid: Special Economic Zones – Shortcut or Roundabout Way Towards 
Capitalism?, in: Intereconomics, Volume 30, Number 2(1995), pp. 87-98 (p. 88). 

35FIAS: Special Economic Zones – Performance, Lessons Learned, and Implications for Zone Development, Washing-
ton DC 2008, p. 51. 
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• Separate customs area (duty free benefits) and streamlined procedures.”36 

In Thomas Farole’s thorough study on SEZs world, on the other hand, he emphasised that “spe-

cial economic zones are spatially delimited areas within an economy that function with adminis-

trative, regulatory and often fiscal regimes that are different (typically more liberal) than those of 

the domestic economy. Operating through a variety of different forms.”
37 

Taking the aforementioned definitions into account, a symbiotic comprehensive working defini-

tion of SEZ includes the following essential features: 

1. Just one instrument in a portfolio of policy options. 

2. Designed to foster and facilitate economic activity. 

3. Encompass a specific delimited area – geographically or functionally. 

4. Managed by a single administration. 

5. Governed by a special regulatory regime. 

- Rules and other institutions differ to the rest of the economy 

- Deregulated administrative framework 

- Less government intervention 

- Legal privileges 

6. Can offer preferential financial investment incentives. 

7. May allow for the manufacturing of goods and/or the production of services. 

8. Comprise streamlined procedures. 

9. Offer custom-built infrastructure.  

3.2. “One Size Does Not Fit All” – Types of SEZ 

While, according to Claude Baissac (see box 1), the basic structural features of SEZs, such as (1) 

a specific regulatory regime, (2) a dedicated governance structure, and (3) the design of either 

industrial or mixed-used sites, remain constant, they might vary to a certain extent from case to 

case.38 Likewise, Thomas Farole concluded in his extensive review of 30 years of global SEZ ex-

                                                             
36Ibid, p. 9. 
37Farole, Thomas: Special Economic Zones in Africa – Comparing Performance and Learning from Gobal Experience, 

Washington DC 2011, p. 17. 
38Baissac, Claude: ibid, p. 25. 
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perience: “[The] special economic zone concept has evolved over time, resulting in a large variety 

of zones, with differing objectives, markets, and activities.”
39

 

Still, from a global perspective, the most commonly distributed variants of zones in the cur-

rent era encompass: Free trade zones, traditional and hybrid export processing zones, 

free ports, enterprise zones, urban free zones, single factory and export processing zones 

(highlighted in table 2).40 Nevertheless, in practice it is not always easy to distinguish be-

tween these types of zones, so that an element of judgement might be necessary. In some 

cases, zones may even represent a mixed type, falling in between categories.41
 

 

                                                             
39FIAS: ibid, p. 10. 
40Ibid. 
41Farid, Nada: Towards Best Practice Guidelines for the Development of Economic Zones, Contri-bution to the Minis-

terial Conference by Working Group 1, MENA-OECD Investment Programme, November 2009, 
http://www.oecd.org/mena/investment/44866585.pdf. 

Box 1: Main Structural Features of a Zone 

1. Zones are, primarily, formally delimited portions of the national territory and, se-

condarily, legal spaces provided with a set of investment, trade, and operating rules 

that are more liberal and administratively efficient than those prevailing in the rest 

of the national territory. Zones are therefore defined by a specific regulatory re-

gime. This regime may be contained in one or several dedicated laws or through a 

set of measures contained in a number of texts. 

2. The administration of the regime usually requires a dedicated governance struc-

ture, centralized or decentralized. The attributes of this structure vary according to 

the nature of the zone regime, the prevalent administrative culture, the number of 

existing zones, the role of the private sector in developing and operating zones, and 

many other factors. The purpose of this structure is what matters: It is to ensure ef-

ficient management of the regime and ensure that investors benefit from its provi-

sions. 

3. Zones are usually provided with a physical infrastructure supporting the activities of 

the firms and economic agents operating within them. The infrastructure usually in-

cludes real estates, roads, electricity, water, and telecommunications. The infrastruc-

ture is usually composed of industrial or mixed-use activity parks and key trans-

port infrastructure connecting the zone to its sources, markets and economic vicini-

ty. Even in countries where zones are legal spaces, industrial or mixed-use activity 

parks usually exist to host firms.  

(Extract from Baissac, Claude: ibid, p. 25) 
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3.2.1. Free Trade Zone (Commercial Free Zone) 

According to Nabil Dabour, “Free Trade Zones” (FTZ), also known as “Commercial Free Zones”, 

are “designated areas, physically or administratively located outside the national customs terri-

tory, in which unrestricted trade is permitted with the rest of the world”.42 Characteristic for this 

variant of SEZ, in which emphasize is given on trans-shipment and trade related activities, is 

that merchandise products can be customs duty-free moved into and out of its territory, kept in 

warehouses for a certain period of time, and re-packed for re-export as well as trans-shipment. 

Usually, this type of zone is located within port areas and at other major transportation hubs, 

connected to railways or main roads. Essentially, operations within the zone are limited to 

commercial activities, which aim at facilitating import-dependent export industries, and are not 

thought of as focal areas for industrial manufacturers serving domestic markets or exporting 

their products.43 

 

                                                             
42Dabour, Nabil Md.: ibid, p. 4. 
43Ibid. 

Box 2: Example Free Trade Zone – Colon Free Zone, Panama  

Zone Libre de Colon, commonly known as “Colon Free Zone” (CFZ), had been established 

in 1948 as an autonomous institution within Panama’s jurisdiction. Starting with ten busi-

nesses and a geographical area 50 hectares, CFZ currently covers 3,000 businesses on a 

surface encompassing of 1050 hectares. Being the second largest FTZ worldwide, the zone 

is regarded as one of Panama’s main economic pillars. 

Management Body: 

CFZ is governed by a board of directors, an executive committee, and a general manager. 

The board of directors consists of government representatives and private sector actors. 

Amongst others, public key members include representatives of the Ministry of Commerce 

and Industry, the Ministry of Economy and Finance, as well as the President Office.  

Objectives/Mission: 

Panama’s government had set up CFZ to accomplish three main objectives: (1) Fostering 

economic modernization, (2) creating a large-scale hub for streamlined regional commer-

cial activities, and above all, (3) attracting foreign investors in order to generate employ-

ment opportunities for Panama’s vast labour force.  
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Sources: http://www.zolicol.gob.pa, http://dmce.zonalibredecolon.gob.pa, 

http://www.colonfreetradezone.com 

Physical Characteristics: 

Strategically located at the Caribbean entrance of Panama Canal, the zone acts as a gate for 

three major Atlantic ports and one in the Pacific, providing access to shipping lines to the 

American hemisphere, Europe, Asia, Africa, and Australia.  

Eligible Activities: 

In CFZ, eligible economic activities centre around entrepôt and trade, including warehous-

ing, showcasing, and trans-shipment for a variety of commercial goods, such as electron-

ics, clothing, pharmaceutical, and other products. Furthermore, it provides business op-

portunities for trade related services.  

 

Incentives 

• Tax exemptions on imports and 

re-exports 

• No corporate tax for companies 

• Dividends paid on profits from 

foreign trade operations and 

from direct sales are not subject 

to a dividend tax 

• Any incoming merchandise 

stored in or leaves the free zone 

for a foreign country is exempted 

from taxes, charges, or any type 

of tariff 
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Sources: FIAS: ibid, p.16; Dabour, Nabil Md.: ibid, p. 33; Engman, Michael, Onodera, Osamu and Pinali, Enrico: ibid, p. 15. 

Table 2: Most Common Types of SEZ 

 Development objectives Physical char-

acteristics 

Eligible activities Incentives Markets Examples 

Free Trade 

Zone (Com-
mercial Free 

Zone) 

• Support trade 

• Facilitating of imports 

Ports of entry • Entrepôt and 

trade-related ac-

tivities 

• Warehousing 

• Packaging 

• Trans-shipment 

• Exemption from import quotas 

• Reinvested profits wholly tax free 

• Domestic 

• Re-export 

Colon Free Zone, Panama 
Jebel Ali, Mauritius, Iran 

Traditional 

Export Proc-

essing Zone 

 

• Export manufacturing 

• Development of export 

industry  

Enclave or 
industrial park 

• Light industry 

• Manufacturing 

• Other processing 

• Profits tax abatement and regulatory relief 

• Exemption from foreign exchange controls 

• Free repatriation of profits 

• Max. 15 years exemption on all taxes 

• Mostly 

export 

Karachi EPZ, Pakistan; 
Masan Free Zone, Repub-
lic of Korea; Shannon, 
Ireland; Ch. Taipei, Malay-
sia, Kenya, Hungary 

Hybrid Export 

Processing 

Zone 

• Export manufacturing 

• Development of export 

industry 

Enclave or 
industrial park 

• Light industry 

• Manufacturing 

• Other processing 

• Profits tax and regulatory relief, see Traditional 

EPZ 

• Export 

• Domestic 

market 

Lat Krabang Industrial 
Estate, Thailand 

Freeport • Development of trading 

regime/centre 

• Diversification of eco-

nomic base 

• Facilitation of trade and 

imports 

Entire city or 
jurisdiction 

• Multi-use 

• Trade service 

• Industry 

• Banking 

• Others 

• Simple business start-up 

• Minimal tax and regulatory restraints 

• Free repatriation of capital, profits and dividends 

• Preferential interest rates 

• Domestic 

• Internal  

• Export 

markets 

Aqaba Special Economic 
Zone, Jordan; Hong-Kong, 
Macao, Singapore, Baha-
mas, Bataan, Labuan 

Enterprise 

Zone, Empo-

werment, 

Urban Free 

Zone 

• Urban revitalization 

• Development of SMEs in 

depressed areas  

Distressed 
urban or rural 
areas 

• Multi-use • Simplified business registration 

• Local tax abatement 

• Reduction of licensing requirements 

• Government mandated liberal on hiring and firing 

• Domestic Empowerment Zone, 
Chicago 

Single Factory 

Export Proc-

essing Zone 

• Export manufacturing 

• Development of export 

industry 

Country-wide • Light industry 

• Manufacturing 

• Other processing 

• Profits tax and regulatory relief, see Traditional 

EPZ 

• Export 

market 

Mauritius, Mexico, Mada-
gascar 
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3.2.2. Traditional Export Processing Zone 

Jason Abbott defined traditional export processing zones (TEPZ) as “export enclaves within 

which special economic concessions apply including an extensive package of incentives and very 

often exemptions from certain kinds of legislation which do not apply outside the zones.”
44 De-

signed to facilitate the development of export industries, TEPZs normally encompass clearly 

delimited industrial estates, in which extensive industrial infrastructure and services are de-

signed to facilitate the manufacturing sector.45 Amongst other features, incentives usually 

include: Low-cost/rent buildings, roads, power supplies, as well as transport facilities.46 

Zororo Muranda emphasized in his work that the most common type of TEPZ is by far the 

industrial park zone, which, despite physical infrastructure incentives, enjoys comprehensive 

policy interventions. Intervention packages usually contain fiscal incentives, which may cover 

custom duty reliefs from export taxes and imported raw materials, as well as so-called “tax 

holidays”, and/or non-fiscal incentives, such as the freedom to employ foreign experts in su-

pervisory or technical positions as well as the guaranteed right to withdraw equipment and 

profits at any time.47 

                                                             
44Abbott, Jason: Export Processing Zones and the Developing World, in: Contemporary Review, Volume 270, Num-

ber 1576 (1997), pp. 232-238 (p. 234). 
45Kusago, Takayoshi and Tzannatos, Zafiris: Export Processing Zones – A Review in Need of Update, Social Protec-

tion Paper, Number 9802 (1998), The World Bank, Washington DC. 
46Warr, Peter G.: Export Promotion via Industrial Enclaves – The Philippines‘ Bataan Export Pro-cessing Zone, in: 

The Journal of Development Studies, Volume 23, Number 2 (1987), pp. 220-241 (p. 223).  
47Muranda, Zororo: Seeking Competetive Advantage in a Deepening Crisis – An Investigation of Zimbabwe’s Export 

Processing Zones, in: Journal of African Business, Volume 5, Number 2(2004), pp. 53-69 (p. 56). 
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Box 3: Karachi Export Processing Zone in Pakistan 

After following a long path of import substitution, Pakistan’s government attempted to 

reverse the trend by adjusting its development and industrialisation strategy to a more 

export oriented policy framework by liberalizing the trade regime beginning from the 

1980s. Part of the liberalization attempt was a nationwide EPZ programme. In 1981, Kara-

chi Export Processing Zone (KEPZ) had been the first zone to be established under the 

newly introduced regime. 

Objectives/Mission: 

In order to create job opportunities for Pakistan’s labour force, foster technological pro-

gress, and attract foreign direct investments, the main development objectives of KEPZ 

are 1) acceleration of the national pace of industrialisation and 2) increase of export vol-

ume. Accordingly, it is KEPZ authority’s mission ever since “[to] mobilize and promote 

utilisation of the nation's resources for social and economic development of the country” by 

creating an enabling business environment for investors, who seek to set-up innovative 

and ambitious export-oriented projects.  

Physical Characteristics: 

KEPZ had been set up next to Landhi Industrial Area, which is 18 kilometres away from 

Quaid-e-Azam International Airport, 20 kilometres from Port Quasim, and 35 kilometres 

from the recently modernized Karachi Seaport. Additionally, it is well connected to the 

national highway network. Consequently, the strategic maritime and continental location 

offers business from Africa, America, Europe, Far East, and Middle East access to the di-

verse markets of Central Asian countries.  

Eligible Activities: 

EPZA is focussing on five priority sectors, in which companies can invest: High-tech indus-

try, gem and jewellery, software, information technology based industries, and processed 

engineering. 
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Sources: Akhtar, Mohammad Hanif: An Evaluation of Karachi Export Processing Zone – A Preliminary 

Investigation, in: Pakistan Development Review, Volume 42 (2004), Issue Number 4, pp. 927-940 (p. 

928), http://www.epza.gov.pk, http://www.pakmission-uk.gov.pk 

3.2.3 Hybrid Export Processing Zone 

According to Thomas Farole, hybrid EPZs represent a sub-divided variant of traditional EPZs, 

because this kind of zone is usually separated into two parts. One area is a more general zone, 

which is open for all industries, independent of whether they are export oriented or not. The 

other area constitutes a detached EPZ, usually fenced-in and designed for registered export-

oriented EPZ-enterprises.48 In compliance with observations made by the World Bank, this 

kind of hybrid zone is preferred by many Latin American, the majority of East European, as 

well as by a number of Asian countries. While in Asian countries, for instance the Philippines 

and Thailand, EPZs are required to constitute a fenced-in area within the hybrid zone, many 

countries in Latin America, such as Mexico and Costa Rica, on the contrary allow EPZ-

registered enterprises to be located next to companies, which are registered under different 

                                                             
48FIAS: ibid, p. 10. 

Incentives 

• Freedom from national import 

restrictions 

• Relief from double taxations sub-

ject to bilateral agreement 

• Duty free imports of machinery, 

equipment and material 

• Freedom from national import 

restrictions 

• Free movement of capital • No minimum limit for invest-

ment 

• Relief from national foreign ex-

change control regulations 

• No sales tax on electricity and 

gas bills 

• Obsolete/old machinery can be 

sold in Pakistan’s domestic mar-

ket after payment of applicable 

duties and taxes 

• Production oriented labour law 

are solely regulated by the au-

thority 
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regimes.49 One prominent example of such a hybrid zone is LatKrabang Industrial Estate in 

Thailand.50 

3.2.4 Freeport 

In his elaborated overview of varying SEZ types, Claude Baissac pointed out that the FIAS clas-

sification of “Freeports” (FPs) could be misleading. Characterized as most comprehensive type 

of SEZ, FPs usually incorporate far-reaching economic regions across different political enti-

ties, encompassing both economic activities of urban and rural areas of the host economy. 

Therefore, instead of FP, he proposed to use the World Export Processing Zone Association’s 

(WEPZA) classification of “Wide Area Zones” (WAZ).51 WAZs usually capture a geographic 

area, which surpasses a total size of 1,000 hectares, incorporating a residential population.52 

Typically, they allow for an unlimited variety of economic activity, ranging from retail sales to 

tourism, and provide a broad set of benefits and incentives.53 

In the past, mostly because of the cost benefits and ease of security, WAZs were designated as 

city states, such as Hong Kong, Singapore or Macau, as well as islands, for instance Labuan in 

Malaysia or Batam in Indonesia. Recently, however, the trend is WAZs are being built within 

the boundaries of the mainland of the host economy, especially in PR China. The underlying 

reasons behind this development are, on the one hand, technological advancement of custom 

controls, and, on the other hand, the overall objective to achieve a deeper integration of WAZs 

and the domestic market.54 

                                                             
49Shakya, Mallika and McLinden, Gerard: Duty and Tax Relief and Suspension Schemes for Improving Export Com-

petitiveness – A Reference and Learning Toolkit, The World Bank – International Trade Department, Washing-
ton DC, 2009, p. 21. 

50Due to insufficient sources available in English language, the zone’s specific characteristics cannot be described at 
this point. 

51Baissac, Claude: ibid, p. 29-30. 
52WEPZA Table of Zone Countries, in: WEPZA Online Platform, http://www.wepza.org/azc.html, accessed 

20.09.2013. 
53Woolfrey, Sean: Special Economic Zones and Regional Integration in Africa, TRALAC Working Paper, Number 13 

(2013), p. 3. 
54Shakya, Mallika and McLinden, Gerard: ibid, p. 21. 
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Box 4: Freeport Aqaba Special Economic Zone 

Inaugurated in 2001, Aqaba Special Economic Zone (ASEZ) in Jordan is regarded as good 

example for WAZ zones. Labelled by the governing ASEZ Authority as so-called “multi-

modal transportation hub”, which is characterized as liberalized, low tax, duty-free, and 

multi-sector development zone respectively, it offers diverse investment opportunities for 

entrepreneurs.  

Management Body: 

ASEZ is governed by an administratively and financially autonomous institution, which is 

called “Aqaba Special Economic Zone Authority” (ASEZA). ASEZA is responsible for both 

the conceptualization and implementation of management regulations as well as of devel-

opment strategies. Consisting of six ministerial-level commissioners, each governing 

board member is responsible for one area of operational or regulatory activity. 

Objectives/Mission: 

According to its commissioner’s own statement: "The Aqaba Special Economic Zone is a 

world class business hub and leisure destination on the Red Sea [and] acts as a develop-

ment driving force for Jordan that improves the quality of life and prosperity for the com-

munity through sustainable development". Accordingly, the zone was designed as such to 

(1) attract investment by creating a globally competitive business environment, (2) im-

prove the community’s quality of life and prosperity, and (3) insure continuous economic 

development.  

Physical Characteristics: 

Strategically located at the Red Sea, ASEZA shares borders with Egypt, Israel, and Saudi 

Arabia. It covers a geographical territory of 375 km², which stretches across the entire 

Jordanian coastline, covering seaports as well as one international airport. 

Eligible Activities: 

ASEZ offers a variety of investment opportunities, covering business sectors like tourism, 

services, and industry (detailed list at http://www.jordaninvestment.com). 
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Source: http://www.aqabazone.com 

3.2.5 Enterprise Zone, Empowerment, Urban Free Zone 

“Enterprise”, “Empowerment”, and “Urban Free Zones” all follow common economic policy 

objectives. By serving the purpose of fostering the development of small and medium enter-

prises, they are designed to revitalize the economy of depressed municipals. Usually, industri-

alized countries use this specific regional development tool.55 Most prominently, incentive 

schemes include simplified business registration procedures, tax incentives, and a more lib-

eral government mandate on labour laws.56 

 

                                                             
55Milberg, William and Amengual, Matthew: Economic Development and Working Conditions in Export Processing 

Zones – A Survey of Trends, Working Paper, ILO 2008, p. 4. 
56Ahrens, Joachim and Meyer-Baudeck, Astrid: ibid, p. 89. 

Incentives 

• Flat 5% income tax on net profit 

exemption from annual land and 

building taxes on utilized prop-

erty 

• Exemption from taxes on distri-

buted dividends and profits 

• Duty-free import of goods in 

commercial quantities from the 

national customs territory and 

overseas 

• No foreign equity restrictions on 

investments 

• No foreign currency restrictions • Full repatriation of profits and 

capital 

• Streamlined labour and immi-

gration procedures 

• 100% foreign ownership 

• Up to 70% foreign labour • Availability of land for lease or 

sale 
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Box 5: Chicago Empowerment Zone 

Introduced in 1995, the Chicago Empowerment Zone (CEZ) is one of the awarded cities 

under the federal empowerment zones/enterprise communities’ programme. The pro-

gramme constitutes a three-tier government strategy – federal, state and local level – 

comprising of partnerships for stimulating social development and social growth in dis-

tressed urban centres and rural parts of the United States.  

Management Body: 

The city government of Chicago is responsible for operating as well as implementing the 

programme. A state agency called “EZ/EC Coordinating Council” (EZECCC) has been as-

signed as leading authority for zone development, distribution of funding and awarding 

projects. EZECCC consists of 39 members, which represent communities in the zone, busi-

nesses, as well as officials from all three government levels and related neighbourhoods. 

Objectives/Mission: 

Offering a variety of investment incentives for businesses, which are located within the 

boundaries of the zone, CEZ targets at tackling poverty and high unemployment rates, by 

seeking to revitalize the economy.  

Physical Characteristics: 

With a combined population of 199,938 citizens and a geographical surface covering 36 

square kilometres, CEZ covers thirteen communities and neighbourhoods on the west and 

south side of Chicago.  
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Sources: http://www.cityofchicago.org, http://portal.hud.gov, http://economics-files.pomona.edu 

3.2.6 Single Factory Export Processing Zone 

Single Factory Export Processing Zones are a sub-type of traditional EPZs. They follow a com-

parable logic and incentive scheme, but are only designed to serve the needs of individual 

enterprises. Usually, this kind of zone is not located in dedicated areas, but is rather set-up 

regardless of the location.57 

  

                                                             
57Muchlinski, Peter: Special Economic Zones – A Policy Tool in Search of a New Agenda?, in: Carter, Connie and 

Harding, Andrew: Special Economic Zones in Asian Market Economies, New York 2011, pp. 15-37 (p. 17). 

Incentives 

• CEZ’s incentive scheme includes 

tax reliefs like wage credits, de-

ductions and investment stimuli 

• Annual tax credit of up to $3,000 

for employees, who live and 

work in CEZ 

• Tax credit of up to $2,400 for 

each new employee aged 18 to 

39 years old, who works and 

lives in CEZ 

• Allows business owners to re-

cover all or parts of certain 

property costs up to a specific 

limit 

• Allows CEZ businesses to rollov-

er certain gains from qualified 

CEZ asset sales 

• Low interest CEZ facility bonds 

are issued by local or a national 

governments CEZ business in 

order to finance qualified zone 

property  

• Qualified Zone Academy Bonds 

allow state or local governments 

to issue no interest bonds to 

“qualified zone academics” in 

CEZ 
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4. SEZs from an Economic Perspective – Functions and Objectives 

“In this current era of globalisation, export promotion is seen as an impor-

tant policy for economic growth in developing countries. Various measures 

are being adopted to promote export competitiveness by governments in 

these countries. As a policy means of achieving this goal, the concept of ex-

port processing zones (EPZs) has gained noticeable significance in recent 

years.” 

(Arahdna Aggarwal, 2005)58 

The accessible SEZ literature, dealing with diverse aspects and attributes of various national 

zone programmes and their respective positive and negative impacts on overall economic 

development of host economies, is diverse and manifold. Considered as “being among the pri-

mary forces of export-oriented growth in recent decades”
59

, SEZs were – and still are – regarded 

by a large number of countries as an important economic policy tool.60 Discussions about 

zones started at a time of structural change in the global economic environment. It is consid-

ered as consequence of shifts from import substitution policies to export-oriented growth 

strategies in many developing countries.61 As a phenomenon of this trend, Latin American, 

Caribbean, Asian and, to a lesser extent, African countries set-up national SEZ programmes, 

consequently emerging as host countries for an extensive number of zones worldwide.62 

Considered from an economic perspective, the goals, which governments try to achieve by 

implementing national SEZ strategies, might slightly differ from case to case. However, ac-

cording to Joachim Ahrens and Astrid Meyer-Baudeckas as well as of R. Thamarajakshi, the 

primary objective of zone strategies is to attract foreign investment in order to: 

• Increase and diversify exports. 

• Create jobs and raise living standards. 

• Transfer improved technology to local economy and improve human resources. 

                                                             
58Aggarwal, Aradhna: Performance of Export Processing Zones – A Comparative Analysis of India, Sri Lanka and 

Bangladesh, Regional Council for Research on International Economic Relations (CRIER) Working Paper, Num-
ber 155 (2005), p. 1. 

59Karunaratne, Chandana and Abayasekara, Ashani: Impact of EPZs on Poverty Reduction and Trade Facilitation in 
Sri Lanka, UNESCAP ARTNeT Working Paper, Number 134 (October 2013), p. 6. 

60Ibid. 
61Akhtar, Mohammad Hanif: An Evaluation of Karachi Export Processing Zone – A Preliminary Investigation, in: 

The Pakistan Development Review, Volume 42, Number 4 (2003), pp. 927-940 (p. 279). 
62Jauch, Herbert: Export Processing Zones and the Quest for Sustainable Development – A Southern African Pers-

pective, in: Environment and Urbanization, Volume 14, Number 1 (2002), pp. 101-113 (p. 102). 
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• Create backward and forward linkages.63 

Over the years, a quite extensive amount of research from academic and institutional circles 

alike emerged. Their studies offer insight into economic dynamics, beneficial effects as well as 

the pitfalls of national SEZ programmes, thus analysing the potential and actual impact as a 

policy measure for nurturing economic development in developing countries. In general dis-

course, three types of literature – descriptive case studies, theoretical analysis, and cost-

benefit analysis – primarily focusing on EPZs64, can be distinguished.65 

Largely conducted by international organizations and bodies such as WB, ILO, the Organisa-

tion for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD), and various United Nations (UN) 

agencies, descriptive case studies account for the major share of published pieces. These 

works provide elaborated assessments of SEZ related problems and issues, such as conceptu-

alization, implementation, and overall performance. Theoretical analysis, the second type of 

research, positions SEZs along the standard Heckscher-Ohlin (H-O) paradigm of trade and 

production, which has been developed in 1919 by Eli Heckscher and further elaborated by 

Bertil Ohlin in 1930. It treats traded commodities as bundles of the factors labour and capital, 

and therefore analyses SEZs in the global economic system from a perspective of indirect fac-

tor arbitrage.66 Estimating the costs and benefits of SEZs, the third strand of literature – cost-

benefit analysis – predominantly focuses on the calculation of its net returns in comparison 

with those of a hypothetical situation in which no zone exists. Main analytical components 

include, amongst others, foreign exchange earnings, employment, technology transfer, profits 

and losses, set-up costs, and taxes. 

By drawing insights from the aforementioned strands of academic and practical research, the 

following chapter will analyse and discuss SEZ programmes worldwide in order to derive pol-

icy suggestions for the Lao national SEZ strategy in accordance with its set objectives: 

• Integrating the Lao economy in the regional and international markets by increasing 

and diversifying exports. 
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• Contributing to a rapid social-economic development by generating employment, 

therefore improving living standards. 

• Modernizing the economy through technology transfer and human capital develop-

ment. 

• Fostering regional and local development. 

• Economic system transformation towards a more market-driven mechanism. 

Since the major target for Lao’s national SEZ strategy is at this stage the export processing 

industry, following sections will provide an overview on global best practices in successfully 

setting-up EPZs. Particular focus will be given to their potential impact on the national welfare 

of host economies, costs and benefit analysis as well as their prospective impact on national 

exports, employment, technology transfer, human capital, and linkages with the domestic 

economy. 

4.1 EPZ – Impact on National Welfare 

Theoretical analysis of EPZs only consists of a limited number of profound analytical works. 

By and large, published studies have sought to address two central questions. First, research-

ers have attempted to assess whether foreign capital investment yields higher welfare gains in 

an EPZ than in other parts of the domestic economy. Second, the welfare of host nations has 

been compared before and after setting-up EPZs under the assumption that foreign direct 

investments (FDI) would not have taken place in the absence of zones.67 

The first attempt to analyse welfare implications of EPZs was made by Koichi Hamada in 1974. 

By using the basic Heckscher-Ohlin (H-O) model, in which a non-prohibitive import tax pro-

tects the capital-intensive commodity, he came to the conclusion that FDI both in the EPZ and 

the national economy have a welfare decreasing effect. His findings indicate that, due to the 

attractiveness of increased capital, EPZs extensively absorb labour from the national economy. 

Consequently, the output of the labour-intensive commodity in the domestic economy de-

clines, while, at the same time, the output of the capital-intensive commodity in the EPZ rises, 

eventually intensifying the tariff-induced distortion and reducing domestic welfare.68 
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In 1982, Carl Hamilton and Lars Svensson corrected and extended Hamada’s previous work, 

showing that his conclusion in regards to the relative impact of FDI on the national economy 

and EPZs was not accurate. Using the same standard H-O model, they observed that Hamada’s 

findings were dependent on the hypothesis that the labour-intensive commodity was only 

produced outside of the EPZ. According to their findings, FDI have a negative welfare impact 

regardless of the location. Nevertheless, they concluded that the welfare reducing effect of FDI 

in an EPZ is relatively stronger than on the domestic economy.69 

Consolidating the seemingly contradicting findings of the aforementioned works, Kar-Yiu 

Wong’s research in 1986 indicated that both studies used dissimilar assumptions concerning 

what kind of good was produced in the zone, what good was used to repatriate foreign and 

domestic production factors, and if taxes were imposed on payments. A crucial finding of 

Wong’s work was that welfare levels associated with FDI in EPZs and in the domestic econ-

omy do not differ as long as the production in an EPZ is focused on one good and if this good is 

also utilized for factor repatriation.70 

Although, Wong’s findings showed that FDI in EPZs is not inferior to foreign investment in the 

domestic economy, the assumption that EPZs have a negative welfare effect on the host econ-

omy had been uncontested until the basic H-O framework was further elaborated. Kaz Miya-

gawa for example71 extended the standard model later on by constructing a theoretical 

framework, which comprised three factors – land, labour and capital – and three goods – two 

types of industrial commodities and food. In the initial stage of his research model, a country 

only focused on producing one industrial good and food. Then, in order to diversify the do-

mestic industry, the government introduces an EPZ and offers specific subsidies to foreign 

companies accordingly. Miyagawa’s findings showed that under distinctive conditions – that is, 

if the export subsidy is smaller than the import tax, and if the impact of the subsidy is larger 

on the output of the already produced industrial commodity than on the output of the diversi-

fying production – EPZs might have a welfare increasing effect. Nevertheless, his work also 
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indicated that EPZs are a only a  “second best” policy choice, because his findings were only 

valid under the assumption that the prior existing tariff-induced market distortion could not 

be removed completely, and that EPZs are therefore acting as countervailing distortion in-

duced by subsidies.72 

However, as Mauricio Jenkins and colleagues emphasized, the discussed theoretical works on 

welfare effects of EPZs have certain limitations. First of all, the impact of distribution issues on 

national welfare had not been given consideration in their research. Secondly, their ap-

proaches are static and leave aside important net benefits, such as employment and labour 

improvement, gradual technology transfer and learning effects for domestic companies, as 

well as the advantages of outward orientation.73 

4.2 Cost-Benefit Analysis 

When analysing the performance of EPZ programmes, it is important to recall the objectives, 

which governments seek to achieve by introducing national zone strategies. Overall, five as-

pired core benefits are worth mentioning: Employment generation, accumulation of foreign 

exchange earnings, attraction of foreign capital and technology, increase and diversification of 

exports, as well as linkages between local businesses and EPZ industries. However, setting-up 

EPZs also generates costs, which can be significant. These include infrastructure expenses, 

public service subsidies, such as electricity or preferential credit rates, as well as the admini-

stration of production sites.74 

Peter Warr is a pioneer in the field of cost-benefit analysis. He conducted extensive research 

on EPZs in Indonesia, the Republic of Korea, Malaysia, and the Philippines during the 1980s by 

comparing the results of his case studies with hypothetical results based on the assumption 

that no zone exists.75 After using a so-called “enclave approach” to showcase the general im-

pact of an EPZ on the domestic economy (illustrated in box 6), he subsequently examined dis-
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tinctive components of costs and benefits for the host economy. According to his assessment, 

governments need to consider eight aspects (highlighted in table 3) when setting-up an EPZ.76 

Source: Warr, Peter: ibid, p. 76. 

 

Source: Warr, Peter: ibid, pp. 77-81. 

In academic discourse, foreign exchange earnings from EPZ activities enjoy particular atten-

tion, assuming that they would have a positive impact on national welfare. However, as Warr 

emphasized, foreign exchange earnings from foreign EPZ companies should merely be re-

garded as transactions between these companies and companies abroad, and do not have a 

direct effect on the domestic welfare. The underlying logic is, that “regardless of the difference 
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Box 6: “Enclave Model” of EPZs 

 

Table 3: Cost-Benefit Structure of EPZs According to Warr 

Benefits Costs 

Foreign exchange earnings Use of electricity 

Employment Domestic borrowing 

Technology transfer  Taxes 

Purchase of domestic raw material and 
capital goods  

Development and recurrent costs 
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between a firm’s officially declared exports and imports, the corresponding amount of foreign 

exchange remains the property of the firm itself”.77 One aspect though, which should be taken 

into account, is the net benefit of foreign exchange conversion into the national currency for 

wage payments and purchases of domestic goods. If the national central bank’s exchange rate 

exceeds the actual value of the domestic currency, the domestic value-added of the currency 

conversion constitutes a positive net benefit for domestic welfare.78 

By emphasizing to seek employment when establishing EPZs, a government’s policy choice 

reflects the assumption that thereby created additional welfare benefits outweigh the oppor-

tunity costs. In general though, it is a complex undertaking to assess the distinct opportunity 

costs. Conventionally, payments in the zone are equivalent to or slightly exceeding the wage 

levels in the rest of the domestic economy. Consistent with Warr’s findings however, estimat-

ing the welfare opportunity costs (so-called “shadow price”) of semiskilled and unskilled la-

bour implies that these wages are lower. Nevertheless, when taking skill transfer of EPZ em-

ployment into account, the picture might change. A problem, which arises in this context, is 

the exact estimation of the actual value of enhancing labour skills.79 

Although, the actual transfer of technology varies from case to case, administrators of zones 

and academics alike agree that there may be significant welfare benefits to the national econ-

omy. Especially in view of managerial practices and processes of quality control, research 

findings indicate that local middle managers could obtain considerably higher salaries after 

being employed in the EPZ.80 

In general, governments seek to encourage foreign EPZ companies to purchase domestic 

raw materials, intermediate inputs and capital goods from the domestic market. However, 

as local capital goods and raw materials are usually contested by imported substitutes, the net 

welfare benefit of those purchases is dependent on the relation between import tax on substi-

tutes and the domestic prices.81 As Warr summarized his findings: “When EPZ firms receive a 

rebate from the host government equivalent to the duty that would have been paid on these im-

ported inputs, there is no net welfare effect from their purchases by EPZ firms.”82 
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EPZ companies, in particular textile and garment manufacturers, have a high usage of elec-

tricity. Therefore, in order to estimate the cost-benefit structure of establishing an EPZ, a 

thorough cost-benefit analysis has to take into account a comparison of the electricity tariff 

rates with calculations of the long-term marginal costs (LRMC) of the additional power sup-

ply.83 He concludes that “if the average tariff exceeded the LRMC, the electricity used by EPZ 

firms would entail a net tax – or, in the reverse case, a net subsidy.”84 

Domestic borrowing only has an impact on the net welfare of a host country if domestic 

capital markets are restricted and interest rates are held down. In such a case, “the implication 

is that the domestic output forgone as a result of additional borrowing by (foreign) EPZ firms 

exceeds the compensation received from them in interest and principal repayment”.
85 The out-

come would be, that the opportunity costs of the borrowed capital would surpass the actual 

market price, therefore creating a negative welfare effect.86 

Since companies, with very few exceptions, would not have moved to the country in the ab-

sence of EPZs, taxes constitute a clear net benefit for the domestic welfare. The majority of 

companies are foreign, and, according to Warr’s interviews with managers, “few would have 

invested in the host country without the EPZ incentives”.
87

 Nevertheless, he added, too generous 

tax holidays can distort the positive impact.88 

Development and recurrent costs create the biggest share of direct costs, including the es-

tablishment of the zone site as well as necessary infrastructure around it, its maintenance, and 

administration cost.89 Yet, it is important to add to Warr’s research findings from the 1980s 

that, according to a more recent World Bank publication, an important feature of current zone 

ownership arrangements and development approaches are the increasing number of zones, 

which are developed, owned, and operated by the private sector. Key factors behind this trend 

are, on one side, the impression that private zones achieve a better performance than the ma-

jority of public ones, and, on the other side, the general lack of public financial resources for 

zone establishment. Thus, formally institutionalized public-private partnership approaches 
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have served as catalyst to reduce net cost and facilitate zone development.90 Examples, which 

were taken into account in the report, include91:  

• Public provision of off-site infrastructure and facilities as an incentive for private 

funding of on-site infrastructure and facilities. 

• Assembly of land parcels with secure titles and development rights by the government 

for lease to private zone development groups, development of better land 

use/ownership laws and regulations, as well as the adoption of enforceable zoning 

and land use plans. 

• Build-operate-transfer and build-own-operate approaches of on-site and off-site zone 

infrastructure and facilities, with government guarantees and/or financial support. 

• Contracting private management for government owned zones, or lease of govern-

ment zone assets by a private operator. 

• Equity-shifting arrangements in which case a private contract manager of a govern-

ment zone can exercise a purchase option once pre-defined performance levels have 

been reached. 

4.3 Export Increase and Diversification 

As Adrian Wood and others emphasized, in the current era, in which high international capital 

mobility amplifies the relevance and impact of geographic characteristics in determining the 

composition of comparative advantages and location of production sites92, international trade, 

as a catalyst for economic growth and poverty reduction, takes a prominent place in develop-

ing country’s economic policy choices.93 

Studies, such as of Ann Harrison and Andrés Rodríguez-Clare for example, yield insight that 

government interventions designed to foster export promotion generate higher welfare bene-

fits than other forms of intervention.94 Hence, EPZs – as an intervening policy tool – can, in 

accordance with William Milbergand Matthew Amengual’s findings, have an impressing im-

pact on a country’s export performance.95 However, as Jamie McCallum pointed out, the posi-
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tive long-term impact of EPZs on a country’s economic development is depended on the gov-

ernment’s ability to seize foreign demand and direct resources to areas of higher productivity 

accordingly.96 

The underlying economic logic of his statement is related to the aforementioned Heckscher-

Ohlin model of factor proportion, according to which countries trade with one another, be-

cause they have dissimilar factor endowments in regards to the ratios of capital to labour. 

Hence, a country should concentrate on producing and exporting goods of which it can exten-

sively make use of its production factor advantages. Therefore, countries that have relatively 

low labour costs will specialize in labour-intensive productions while developed industrial 

countries will focus on producing capital-intensive goods. Consequentially, it is anticipated 

that dissimilar factor endowments in the globalized trade regime create promising develop-

ment perspectives and opportunities for industrial countries, emerging economies, and devel-

oping countries alike.97 

According to WB’s global report on SEZs in 2008, “EPZs account for a significant share of 

manufactured export in most regions”.98 In 2005 for example, zone programmes in various 

countries generated a large export share, in many cases enabling host economies to diversify 

their export structure from low-value primary goods dependence to more value-added manu-

facturing exports: 

• Latin America: Nicaragua (79.4 %), the Dominican Republic (77 %) and Panama 

(67 %). 

• Asia and the Pacific: Bangladesh (75.6%), Sri Lanka (67.1%), the Philippines (78.2%) 

and Pakistan (50.3%). 

• Middle East and North Africa: Lebanon (36.3%), Bahrain (68.9%) and Morocco 

(61%). 

• Sub-Saharan Africa: Ghana (22.4%), Madagascar (80%) and Mauritius (34.4%).99 

In empirical literature, as William Milberg and Matthew Amengual had pointed out, “exports 

are a main focus of most EPZ studies, since they are a stated objective of EPZ policy”.
100

 Dorsati 

Madani for example, illustrated in 1999 the Mauritian EPZ success in increasing exports and 
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promoting export diversification. Established in 1971 as a government response to unsuccess-

fully implemented policies of import substitution, EPZs had by 1995 contributed to a total 

share of 63% of gross exports and a ratio of 40% of net exports. Previous export reliance on 

garment production had been diversified to more full package productions.101 He concluded 

subsequently: “The Mauritian success is due to the coming together of all necessary elements 

and policies required for flourishing the EPZs. The incentive “package” was attractive. There was 

an abundant and educated pool of labour available. The government was stable, provided 

stream-lined services, and interfered minimally”.
102 

In 2005, Aradhna Aggarwal conducted a comparative EPZ performance analysis on the coun-

tries India, Sri Lanka, and Bangladesh, scrutinizing crucial factors for successful export and 

zone performance in South Asia. Empirically examining the determinants of variations in ex-

port performance and investment, she drew in her cross-country comparison the conclusion 

that “countries wishing to take advantage of the opportunities provided by zones will have to put 

together a co-ordinated package of incentives, infrastructure and good governance”.
103 However, 

her findings also suggested that some factors are relatively more central than others. While 

for example the size of an EPZ had no substantial impact on zone performance, the physical 

infrastructure connecting the zone to the rest of the domestic economy is highly relevant.104 

Therefore next to good governance and appropriate incentives, one of the most crucial factors 

of export performance, which has been identified in her work, is the location of zones and 

infrastructure facilities. Locating an EPZ in a strategic position, such as close to major cities, 

airports and ports, has a positive impact on both export performance and investment. Fur-

thermore, the productivity of zones had been affected by the broader economic and institu-

tional context of the host country. Only the overall improvement of the investment climate can 

ensure long-term zone success.105 
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4.4 Employment Generation and Improvement of Living Standards 

“One of the most important objectives of many developing nations when set-

ting up EPZ in their domestic territory is the generation of employment.” 

 (Mauricio Jenkins)
106

 

As highlighted in the industrial development report of UNIDO in 2009: “In developing coun-

tries with relatively high levels of unemployment, EPZs might represent an efficient mecha-

nism for reducing the economic and social burden of large pools of unemployed people.” 107 In 

academic literature, studies such as of Premachandra Athukorala, also proved that EPZ com-

panies may have a significant impact on the employment rates of the host economies, and that 

it is doubtful if the host economies could have generated such employment rates and income 

increases without setting-up zone programmes.108 Especially in Asia, EPZs achieved out-

standing employment generation performance with Korea and Taiwan – alongside with Indo-

nesia, Malaysia, Thailand and the Philippines – as outstanding examples.109 However, there 

are also countries in which EPZ development and expected employment effects have not suc-

ceeded – especially on the African continent. Herbert Jauch, for instance, pointed out the dis-

tinct failures of Southern African EPZs to generate employment and income increases.110 An-

other illustrative case would be Kenya, where the government spent millions of dollars on its 

EPZ programme without achieving a substantial impact on domestic employment rates.111 The 

underlying problems in these cases have been attributed to the overall zone design, which 

lacked in appropriate incentive schemes, location site, as well as good governance practices, 

and not to specific employment regimes as such.112 

One aspect, which is particular prominent in the literature on EPZs and employment genera-

tion is the dominant ratio of female workers in zones. Many studies found that EPZs empow-
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ered women by increasing work opportunities, therefore enabling them to uplift their relative 

status and self-determination in their families and society.113 

Albeit various existing examples with good records of employment generation achieved by 

means of well-designed EPZs, Aradna Aggarwal emphasized in her thorough work on em-

ployment, poverty reduction, and human development effects of EPZs that “employment gen-

eration itself does not ensure human development and poverty alleviation. Crucial questions are 

whether employment in EPZs results in higher wages, better working conditions, and higher lev-

els of living.”
114 

Especially working conditions in EPZs have been criticized extensively. Opponents of this 

view condemn the widespread infringement of labour rights, such as overly long working 

hours, employment uncertainty, insufficient working conditions, and application of pressure 

to fulfil deadlines, eventually depleting human capital.115 Other critics denounce labour exploi-

tation in zones in Bangladesh116, India117 or Sri Lanka118. ILO, which has been monitoring the 

performance of EPZs for more than twenty years now, has issued various publications over 

respect of labour principles and rights, commenting on, amongst other failures, legal restric-

tions on trade union rights, lack of enforcement of labour legislation, and absence of worker’s 

organizations representation in EPZs as “undermining the ability of zones to upgrade skills, 

improve working conditions, and enhance productivity.”119 Supervisory bodies of ILO have ever 

since publicly condemned discrepancies between ratified conventions and official EPZ prac-

tices in regards to the right to organize and join organizations (examples: Bangladesh, Do-
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minican Republic, Namibia, Nigeria, Pakistan, Togo), the right to strike (Panama, Turkey), and 

collective bargaining rights (Bangladesh, Dominican Republic, Panama, Turkey).120 

4.5 Technology Transfer and Human Capital Development 

“Developing countries may consider technology transfer as a base for devel-

oping their technology capability implying that the capability required is 

beyond adapting the technologies to suit the local situation. However, it is 

postulated that not every transfer process can be expected to upgrade the 

technology capability of the receiver.” 

(Kartiko Putranto, 2003)
121

 

According to life cycle hypothesis, the life span of an EPZ can be divided into three develop-

ment stages. Accordingly, its impact on technology transfer and human capital development 

will depend on the current phase of life cycle that zones are in. In the initial phase of national 

economic development, an EPZ is usually characterized by assembly-type, labour-intensive, 

and low-skill productions. Crucial contributions of the zone to the national economy only con-

tain generation of employment and reduction of poverty by providing income opportunities 

for untrained workers and to those who are at the lower end of income distribution.122 Along-

side further national economic development, an EPZ will enter the second stage, in which 

technology transfer and human capital development effects set-off. More advanced industries 

will enter the zone, using more sophisticated production processes and advanced technolo-

gies, therefore creating a demand for human capital and skill upgrading. The further an EPZ 

progresses, the higher will be the share of complex, skill, and technology intensive operations. 

Eventually, leading to the third stage, in which technology parks and clusters will replace an 

EPZ.123 

However, as Karima Omar and William Stoever’s study on the role of technology and human 

capital formation in EPZs has shown, the life cycles of EPZs are not an automatism. “Increasing 

amounts of training and technology upgrading are necessary in order to move into production of 
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more sophisticated products.”
124

 According to their results, previously existing human capital, 

skill training, and technological capabilities in the host country’s industries mattered for the 

magnitude and intensity of technological progress in EPZs: “While most EPZs are capable of 

generating foreign exchange earnings and employment, relatively few have been able to gradu-

ate into more mature stages of the EPZ life-cycle. [...] Skill development funds, vendor develop-

ment, satellite relations and a focus on education have all been vehicles of local investment in 

human capital that have led to technological upgrading.125 

Furthermore, as Andrew Schrank has shown in his work on product-chain approaches in EPZs, 

which were specialised in apparel production, not only the pre-existing human capital founda-

tion is a crucial aspect unfolding technological progress and skill formation effects, but also 

the choice of the industrial niche. He concluded: “After all, the returns to a given economic ac-

tivity are a function of the number of suppliers available as well as their positions in the relevant 

chains, and the "choice" of chain is therefore no less important than the "choice" of position in 

the chain.”
126 

Combining both aspects, domestic human capital endowment and industrial choice, Chandra 

et al. highlighted in their cross-country and industry127 research on crucial institutional struc-

tures and policies, which enabled countries to acquire, adapt and disseminate technologies to 

improve their export competitiveness: “Technological learning is a complex process because 

several of its elements are “tacit” – or embodied deeply in people or organizations. Making good 

use of new technologies requires the deliberate building of such tacit capabilities (information, 

skills, interactions and routines) to handle technology.128According to their findings, in order 

for a country to attain stable growth rates and achieve higher levels of development, “getting 

it right in each case can be attributed largely to appropriate synchronization of elements of in-

dustry-specific policies with the institutions necessary to motivate learning among exporters”.129 
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Chandra et al. differentiated two kinds of learning, which lead to technological capability de-

velopment: technological mastery, which enables companies to use simple production tech-

nologies, and technological deepening, which leads to tackling more complex tasks, therefore 

fostering progress from technological adaptation to innovation.130 According to their assess-

ment, transfer of technology through foreign investment alone leads in most of the cases only 

to technology mastery, but not deepening. Only if the skill base in the host country is already 

expanding and local supplies are improving, foreign companies may invest in upgrading local 

capabilities. “Without host country policies to develop local capabilities, foreign company-led 

exports are likely to remain technologically stagnant, leaving developing countries unable to 

progress beyond the assembly of imported components.”
131

 

Even though, the extent to which the following measures were used varied amongst the six 

countries and ten industries, Chandra et al. discovered certain common policy instruments, 

institutional arrangement, and special features, which were vital for upgrading local capabili-

ties technological catch-up:  

• Reasonably conducive macro-economic environment: Stable real exchange rate 

and modest inflation. 

• Property rights and rule of law: Without exception, property rights were preserved 

and played an important role in attracting MNCs with new technologies to produce 

export-quality goods. 

• Industry specific targeting: Institutional arrangements, which facilitated technologi-

cal learning, were shaped by the socioeconomic importance of the industry to the 

economy. 

• Common goal targeting: Export-led development, foreign exchange accumulation or 

export growth. 

• Political vision: Specific industries enjoyed strong political commitment to technolo-

gical adaption. 

• Rewarding winner, abandoning losers: Nurturing of relatively fast growing indus-

tries through direct or indirect public assistance to adapt new technologies and 

achieve exportability, penalizing poor performers by letting them fall out of export 

competition. 

• Private sector led development: The private sector was the driver of exports and 

beneficiary of technological learning, while governments played a facilitating role. 
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• Competition: Governments valued competition among domestic and foreign compa-

nies, multinational corporations (MNCs) were given special privileges (often as incen-

tives) in most of the industries.  

• Public human capital development: Investments in human capital and skill devel-

opment have been critical to the development of all studied industries, making the dif-

ference between replicate rather than buy foreign technologies; especially in the ser-

vice and manufacturing sectors, success depended on having a supply of well trained 

engineers and other technical and managerial skills.132 

4.6 Linkages to the Domestic Economy  

“The activities of EPZs are expected to create at least some backward link-

ages between them and the rest of the economy and accelerate industriali-

zation growth in the host country. There are two main types of such link-

ages: utilization of domestic raw material inputs and subcontracting ar-

rangements with domestic firms.” 

(Tayakoshi Kusago and Zafiris Tzannatos, 1998)133 

In research circles, it has been widely acknowledged that for EPZs to add to sustainable eco-

nomic development they would need to be linked to the domestic economy – establishing so 

called “backward linkages”. As Mauricio Jenkins put it concisely: “The strength of backward 

linkages between EPZs and the rest of the domestic economy seems to play an essential role in 

determining whether, and to what extent, the host nation benefits from opening EPZs. For exam-

ple, by purchasing inputs in the domestic economy, EPZ enterprises may increase overall demand 

for domestically produced goods and services, such as raw materials, intermediates, supplies, 

equipment, utilities, as well as maintenance, banking, insurance and construction services.”134 

However, according to William Milberg and Matthew Amengual’s valid objection, the underly-

ing issue of EPZs is that, inherently, they resist such links. They emphasized correctly: “For 

one, EPZs are generally created precisely to attract foreign firms because domestic firms are not 

competitive internationally and are not able to generate foreign exchange. Thus, from the start, 

domestic firms are generally behind in their capacity to provide low-cost, high quality inputs to 

production in EPZ. Second, EPZs are generally defined by an allowance of duty-free imports of 
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material inputs. Non-EPZ firms cannot import inputs duty free.”
135

 Therefore, preferential gov-

ernment incentives for EPZ companies and foreign firms which have well-established contacts 

to input producers from abroad expose national companies to a cost disadvantage. According 

to Dorsati Madani: “The tariff free inputs for the firms in the zone act as import subsidies com-

peting against domestic input production and discouraging creation of backward linkages.”
136 

Still, developing linkages with the domestic economy is not generally ruled out. South Korea’s 

Masan EPZ for instance is a good example of defining success by connecting EPZs to the rest of 

the domestic economy through building a diverse industrial base outside of the zones. In this 

case, input purchases from the domestic economy increased from 13% in 1972 to 32% in 

1984, remaining at high levels throughout the 80s.137 

Examples like South Korea and others offer some promising policy implications on how gov-

ernments can successfully establish backward linkages with the national economy. Case stud-

ies have revealed that linkages are ought to be greater under certain conditions, such as: 

• When EPZ activity focuses on more high-tech sectors such as electronics rather 

than low-tech sectors such as apparel. This insight is drawn from the East Asian ex-

perience, where a number of countries used electronics productions in EPZs to slowly 

build exports and linkages to the domestic economy (Ann Harrison and Andrés 

Rodríguez-Clare, 2009)138. 

• When the domestic market size is larger. Size implies not only the existence of a 

domestic market, but also the ability to support large-scale production and a large in-

frastructure. Andrew Schrank (2004)139 emphasized the factor in discussing Mexico’s 

export success and to elaborate the difficulties of building links to the domestic econ-

omy when the economy is small and lacks the potential for diversity that linkages can 

bring. 

• When the baseline level of industrial development of the economy is higher. 

Dorsati Madani (1999)140 pointed out that the creation of backward linkages seems 

largely conditional on the industrial base of the nation. In countries which did not al-

ready enjoy a solid industrial base and adopted EPZs to encourage these linkages and 

foster a domestic industrial base, some linkage occurred, though it was spotty and in-

consistent, with firm zones complaining of the poor quality or the incompatibility of 

local inputs. 
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• When the state is more activist and focused on economic development with the 

customs area that is outside the zone. This point emerges not only in the discussion 

of East Asian Newly Industrialized Countries, but also in the cases of the Dominican 

Republic, Costa Rica, and Mauritius. These states actively pursued an industrial policy 

that involved careful management of EPZs and gradual development of domestic ab-

sorptive capacity. Claude Baissac (2011)141 for instance emphasized in his analysis of 

Mauritius not only management of the domestic economy, but also careful administra-

tion of the EPZ itself. The Mauritian government capably managed costs and encour-

aged domestic ownership of EPZ firms, which created greater integration of the EPZ 

with the host economy.  
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5. Case Study: Shenzhen as Best Practice Model 

“Chinas robust economic performance ... should be a source of inspiration 

for other developing countries. ...[Its] experience shows in the most concrete 

terms that developing countries can and do benefit from economic openness 

and integration. ... Of course, not all countries can be as fortunate as China 

and be endowed with a market that represents nearly a quarter of human-

ity. But this was not the only reason behind China's success. Size matters in 

economic development, but it is not everything. China's success today is di-

rectly attributable to its unfailing commitment to wide-reaching domestic 

reform aimed at modernization and growth“ 

(Supachai Panitchpakdi, Generalsekretär UNCTAD, 2003)142 

In academic literature and publications of international organizations alike, the People’s Re-

public of China’s SEZ programme is regarded as outstanding example of how to successfully 

implement zones. Therefore, the following case study will exemplarily analyse the specific 

characteristics and policy measures of Shenzhen SEZ in Guangdong province. Set-up as one of 

China’s first SEZs in the eighties, today Shenzhen serves as most successful example of the 

region.143 It passed through an impressing transformation process from a little fishing village 

into a flourishing urban metropolis, generating an export volume of 48 billion US-Dollars, 30 

billion US-Dollars of foreign direct investment, and 3 million jobs in 2003.144 

Since the Lao government is still in the initial stages of setting-up zones, particular focus will 

be given to the very beginnings during the 1980s. Based on expert interviews and published 

works, the particular features regarding the overall economic reform context, implemented 

policies, and institutional design will be highlighted in order to provide hypotheses for the Lao 

SEZ strategy. 

5.1 Embeddedness of SEZs in China’s Open Door Policy  

In 1978, the Chinese government under Deng Xiaoping launched the so-called “open door re-

forms”. It was a political experiment, which was designed to “test the efficacy of market-
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oriented economic reforms in a controlled economy”.
145

 Not knowing where these reforms 

would lead, the government made the decision not to expose the entire centrally planned 

economy, but just certain segments. In Deng Xiaoping’s words, the government sought to 

“crossing the river by touching the stones”.
146

 An integral part of this approach was setting-up 

strategic SEZs, which served as experimental laboratories for market based policies and insti-

tutions. Therefore, as Malini Tantri put it, the articulation of the SEZ policy in China was “of 

special significance among the various measures introduced by the Deng Xiaoping Government, 

to liberalise the external sector of the Chinese economy.”
147 

Within the set reform course, in July 1979 the central government decided that the provinces 

Guangdong and Fujian should take a leading role in opening up to the outside world and im-

plement “special policies and measures”.
148

 By August 1980, Shenzhen, Zhuhai, and Shantou in 

Guangdong province were designated as SEZs followed by Xiamen in Fujian province in Octo-

ber 1980. The term “SEZ” was selected after lengthy semantic discussion and intellectual de-

bate, with SEZs being conceptualized as a complex of related economic activities and services 

rather than uni-functional entities.149 

5.2 Chinese SEZs – Definition, Concept and Objectives 

According to official Chinese definition, SEZs are geographically delimited areas, in which a 

minimum of bureaucratic control is supposed to facilitate cooperation with foreign compa-

nies.150 They “shall encourage foreign citizens, overseas Chinese, compatriots from Hong Kong 

and Macao and their companies and enterprises to open factories and set up enterprises and 

other establishments with their own investment or in joint ventures with our side, and shall pro-

tect their assets, the profits due them and their other lawful rights and interests in accordance 

with the law”.151 In this context, SEZs were regarded by the central government as conduits for: 

• Foreign investment 
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• Advanced technology 

• Managerial expertise 

• Source of increased employment 

• Manpower training.152 

In general, as studies have indicated, the Chinese SEZ approach bears some similarity to EPZs 

in being delimited areas, in which preferential treatments are offered to foreign investors to 

attract overseas capital and technology. However, as Kwan-Yiu Wong pointed out, SEZs in 

China differed from EPZs in several important aspects:  

• The PRC was a socialist state with a strictly planned economy, while SEZs represented 

a capitalist concept from the West. These zones therefore served as an important la-

boratory for the capitalist mode of production. 

• Chinese SEZs are generally larger in scale than EPZs. 

• SEZs are, unlike EPZs, usually comprehensive units, in which foreign investments are 

not confined only to manufacturing, but also to real estate development, tourism, agri-

culture and other services. 

• The central government has taken a rather flexible approach by allowing preferential 

treatments to be given to investors setting up business in areas adjacent to but outside 

the boundaries of SEZs. This applies, of course, only to undertakings that the Chinese 

considered to be important and desirable. 

• In order to facilitate overseas investment in the SEZs, various forms of financial partic-

ipation have been designed which include sole proprietorship, joint venture, coopera-

tive production, intermediate processing and compensation trade.153 

5.3 Shenzhen SEZ 

The Shenzhen Special Economic Zone (SSEZ) was at the top of China’s SEZ hierarchy, being 

the largest of the "Four Windows". Its long-term strategic goal, as envisaged by the central 

government at that time, has been the long-term transfer of high technology, therefore serving 

as a base for developing new technology and new products for consumer industries with ex-

port potential.154 
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5.3.1 Legal Framework, Institutional Design and Regulative Regime 

Approved for implementation at the 15th meeting of the Standing Committee of the Fifth Na-

tional People’s Congress in August 1980, the “Regulations on Special Economic Zones in 

Guangdong Province” were the centrepiece of Chinese SEZ legislation and provided at this 

time the legal framework for creation and operation of SEZs in China.155 The following section 

will highlight its particular features. 

Managing Authority: From the beginning, SEZs were planned to be under separate political 

authorities. In the central government, a special office was created attached to the state coun-

cil. This office was responsible for maintaining contact with the authorities in Beijing and in-

tervening when problems arose from friction with other central ministries or state supply 

companies. This extra-ministerial status for the SEZs guaranteed to a great extent political 

independence and speeded up the process of attracting foreign capital to the zones.156 

At the provincial level, SEZs were administered and coordinated by the Guangdong Provincial 

Administration of Special Economic Zones (GPASEZ).157 Assisted by the Guangdong Provincial 

Special Economic Zone Development Company158, a labour service company, and an Advisory 

Board consisting of foreign specialists and relevant personage159, GPASEZ dealt independently 

of the pre-existing administration of Guangdong with the peculiarities of SEZs. According to 

Article 23 of SEZ regulations, it had comprehensive authority160 to: 

• Draw up development plans and organize their implementation. 

• Examine and approve the investment projects of investors. 

• Handle registration of industrial and commercial enterprises and land allotment. 

• Coordinate working relations among the banking, insurance, taxation, customs, fron-

tier inspection, postal and telecommunications, and other organization. 

• Provide staff members and workers needed by enterprises and protect legitimate 

rights and interests of the staff members and workers. 
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• Establish educational, cultural, health, and various public welfare institutions; 

• Maintain law and order and protect, in accordance with the law, the persons and 

property against encroachment.  

The key organizational unit in each of the SEZs was the SEZ Development Company. It was a 

planning and development enterprise, as well as a negotiations bureau for the foreign and 

Chinese investors coming to the SEZ. In the case of Shenzhen, the Development Company had 

the responsibility for locating appropriate Chinese partners for joint ventures, and seeking 

Chinese capital for investment. It worked in tandem with the municipality, which had the re-

sponsibility for the legal aspects of development, and oversaw the general planning of the 

zone, in so much as the planning division of the municipal government used statistical and 

planning departments for forecasting resource demand from the domestic market.161 

Physical Characteristics and Infrastructure: Shenzhen is a sub-provincial city of the 

Guangdong province in Southern China. It is located at the coast of South China Sea and is 36 

km away from the Hong Kong Special Administrative Region. Having been one of the largest 

SEZs, the total zone area comprised of 327 km², of which 98 km² were possible sites for con-

struction projects, distributed among industrial development, residential housing, business 

and administrative purposes, scientific, sports, and cultural centres, city gardens and parks, 

and suburban gardens and parks.162 

Since Shenzhen has been a relatively unimportant border city until it got uplifted to the status 

of a SEZ, for economic development required infrastructure needed to be constructed from 

scratch. Therefore, the Guangdong Provincial Committee for the Administration of SEZs was in 

charge to carry out the necessary land-levelling projects and various public works, such as 

water and power supply, drainage, roads, wharves, communications, and warehouses – if nec-

essary by means of foreign investment.163 Until 1990, amongst others, following exemplary 

public and private-public infrastructure projects were carried out:164 

• In 1985, the construction of the deep-sea port Chiwan had been finalized.  

• In March 1987, the construction of an electric railway line from Shenzhen to Guang-

zhou, covering 147 km, had been completed, therefore transforming the city into one 

of the major traffic junctions between Hong Kong and Guangzhou, which, in 1987 

alone, recorded six million travellers.  
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• Roughly 100 roads encompassing a total length of 208 km² had been constructed, 

connecting Shenzhen to Guangdong province and Hong Kong. 

• Public transportation had been greatly extended. 

• Highway links were under construction to connect the SEZ to the East and West. 

• Several harbours for passenger transports between Hong Kong and Shenzhen and in-

ternational sea lines to Europe, Japan, and USA. 

• Start of the first construction phase of Huangtian airport. 

• On-going construction of a nuclear power plant to overcome electricity shortages.  

Eligible Activities: As emphasized in the regulations of SEZs in Guangdong province: “The 

special zones shall provide investors with a scope of operation, create favourable operating con-

ditions and guarantee them stable business sites. Investors may establish, with their own invest-

ment or in joint ventures with our side, all projects that have positive significance for interna-

tional economic cooperation and technical exchanges.”
165 Eligible business activities included a 

wide scope of sectors, such as agriculture, animal husbandry, aquaculture, tourism, housing, 

construction, research, manufacture involving high technology, as well as other businesses of 

common interest to investors and to the Chinese government.166 Produced commodities were 

supposed to be sold on the export markets, and were only allowed to enter the domestic mar-

ket if the companies received approval of GPCASEZ and went through the procedure of cus-

toms duties.167 

Incentives: The incentive structure became the instrument of choice for the promotion of 

SEZs, therefore various fiscal and non-fiscal incentives were offered (highlighted in table 4), 

while at the same the investment climate in the rest of the host economy continued to be ex-

tremely restrictive. Incentives offered to enterprises, however, varied considering the types of 

industries. Beginning from 1984, the government had made different types of incentives ap-

plicable to various projects and particularly higher incentives were given to those joint ven-

tures, which assured new technology transfers and/or higher investments.168 
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Table 4: Incentive Scheme of Shenzhen SEZ in the 1980s169 

Land:  

Preferential treatment with respect to: 

a) Duration of land use,  

b) Costs,  

c) Payment method according to different types of businesses and usage. 

Imported goods:  

Import duty exemption for: 

• Machinery,  

• Equipment,  

• Spare parts,  

• Raw and semi-processed materials,  

• Means of transportation,  

• Other capital goods for production. 

Enterprise income tax:  

Income tax rate of 15%; Special treatment for enterprises: 

a) established within the first two years of the zone (1980-1982),  

b) with an investment of USD 5 million and above,  

c) involving higher technology,  

d) having a longer period of capital turnover, 

e) that reinvests its share of the profit in the zone for a period of five years or long-
er. 

Remittances:  

a) Investor profit after enterprise income tax, wages and salaries, and  

b) Legitimate earnings of foreign overseas of overseas Chinese and Hong Kong and 
Macao workers and staff members of enterprises can be remitted abroad 
through the Bank of China or other banks located in the zone, in accordance with 
the provision of the SEZ foreign exchange control measures. 
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Preferential prices for domestic goods:  

Preferential prices on domestic goods based on export prices, using foreign exchange 
for settlement of accounts: 

• Machinery,  

• Equipment,  

• Raw materials,  

• Other materials. 

5.3.2 Factors of Success? 

In order to gain insight into the questions whether and why Shenzhen SEZ has been a success 

in the initial ten years after establishment, the first section of this sub-chapter will measure its 

output performance in attracting foreign investment, increasing exports, generating employ-

ment, fostering technology transfer, and establishing linkages with the surrounding host 

economy. Subsequently, the second section will discuss the particular success factors of 

Shenzhen SEZ policy based on the results of expert interviews170.  
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5.3.2.1 Performance 

Foreign investment: As a consequence of the aforementioned generous incentive scheme, 

which had been offered to businesses located in the zone, investments by foreign companies 

rose steadily beginning from 1981.171 

Source: Shenzhen Special Economic Zone Yearbooks 1979-1987, China Trade and Investment, July 

1988, in: Schryen, Rainer: ibid, p. 143. 

Accordingly, starting with 7 equity joint ventures (EJV), 30 cooperative joint ventures (CJV), 

and no companies, which were fully owned by foreign investors, in 1979, Shenzhen SEZ ac-

counted by 1987 for a total of 1,609 EJVs, 890 CJVs, and 97 firms owned by foreigners (see 

table 5). Simultaneously, the number of contracts, which had been concluded between Chi-

nese companies and foreign investors, mainly from Hong Kong, increased from 170 in 1979 to 

a total of 6,179 in 1988. 

 

Table 6: Number of Contract Conclusions with Foreign Investors in Shenzhen, 1979 - 1988 

Year Number Year Number 

1979 170 1984 3,382 
1980 473 1985 4,708 
1981 1,051 1986 4,947 
1982 1,634 1987 5,485 
1983 2,512 1988 6,179 

Source: Schryen, Rainer: ibid, p. 144. 

                                                             
171Schreyen, Rainer: ibid, pp. 142-143. 

Table 5: Number of Contract Conclusions Including Foreign Direct Investment (FDI) in Shenzhen, 1979-1987 

Year Total Equity joint 

ventures 

Cooperative 

joint ventures 

Firms wholly owned by 

foreign investors 

1979 37 7 30 0 
1980 33 4 24 5 
1981 70 13 39 18 
1982 66 11 47 8 
1983 253 92 149 12 
1984 334 188 134 12 
1985 382 192 73 17 
1986 224 152 64 8 
1987 310 231 62 17 
Total 1,609 890 622 97 
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The sector which attracted the largest net amount of foreign investments during this phase, 

was by large the industrial sector, accounting for roughly 8 billion US-Dollar by 1986. Other 

sectors, which enjoyed prominent attention by foreign investors, were construction, tourism, 

and trade and services. 

 

Table 7: Foreign Investment in Shenzhen by Economic Sector (1979-1986), in 10,000 USD 

Sector 1979 1980 1982 1984 1986 

Industry 219 1,015 2,820 9,963 33,457 
Construction 523 1,110 2,509 2,747 n.a. 
Tourism 31 65 148 1,665 n.a. 
Trade & ser-

vices 

122 344 873 5,243 960 

Agriculture & 

fishery 

5 10 22 38 122 

Diverse 10 48 171 125 15,356 

Source: Shenzhen Statistical Yearbooks 1979 – 1987, in: Schryen, Rainer: ibid, p. 144. 

Export Growth: As demonstrated in the following figure, Shenzhen’s export performance had 

been quite successful in its first ten years after establishment. According to numbers provided 

in Wei Ge’s thorough study on China’s SEZ programme, SSEZ generated between 1979 and 

1988 a total export growth of 19,787.4 per cent, accounting for a total volume of around 1,8 

billion US-Dollars (see table 8). Furthermore, SSEZ also made a respectable contribution to 

overall Chinese exports. The share in total national exports from SSEZ alone, which accounted 

for over 50% of aggregated exports of all four SEZs, amounted to approximately 4.5% in 

1989.172 

 

Table 8: Export Volume and Growth in Shenzhen (1979-1988) 

Year Volume of Exports 

(Mio. USD) 

Growth of exports (%) 

1979 = 100 Preceding year = 100 

1979 9.3 100.0 - 
1980 11.2 120.8 120.8 
1981 17.5 187.6 155.3 
1982 16.0 171.7 91.5 
1983 62.3 669.6 390.1 
1984 265.4 2,852.4 426.0 
1985 563.4 6,055.5 212.3 
1986 725.5 7,797.9 128.8 

                                                             
172Pissula, Petra and Lösch, Dieter: Special Economic Zones in the People’s Republic of China, in: Intereconomics, 

September/ October 1990, pp. 257-262 (p. 260). 
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manufacturing exports, and machinery accounted for 5% of total exports. However, China did 

not have sufficient domestic human capital and skills that were consistent with its compara-

tive advantage, such as how to make labour-intensive textiles, clothing, shoes, and toys, which 

could be sold to foreign markets. Thus, the central government’s strategy was to attract for-

eign investors, especially overseas Chinese, which could bring practical know-how, knowledge 

about international markets, and hands-on skills for Chinese workers and engineers.174 

After establishing the four SEZs, setting up joint ventures, and joint cooperation companies 

were the central mode of cooperation with firms from abroad. Foreign investors from Hong 

Kong, Macau, Taiwan, and other Asian countries played a crucial role in providing connections 

to international markets, as well as reliable information on what types of products were de-

manded by global consumers, how to get orders for exporters, and how to have access to 

technology, which was suitable for China’s development stage.175 

Furthermore, as Lin and Wang put it, China has constantly invested in the health and educa-

tion of its population. At the end of the 1970s, the human development indicators of the Chi-

nese population were higher than those of developing countries at the same income level. 

Furthermore, as part of the official technological “catch-up” strategy, massive reallocation of 

labour, along with human capital, from public to private and export sectors, and from capital-

intensive to labour-intensive sectors, in which the rate of return to learning is higher, had 

taken place. Cadres and fresh graduates “plunged into the sea” to seek higher salaries in those 

sectors, in which prices and wages were liberalized. In particular, a massive reallocation of 

labour from the primary sector to the secondary sector took place. Additionally, the govern-

ment had been investing extensively in formal education as well as in “learning by doing”. In 

1979 for example, when Deng Xiaoping visited US President Jimmy Carter, they agreed to ex-

pand the student exchange program, followed by many Chinese studying in the U.S., bringing 

back Western approaches and knowledge. Simultaneously, each year, China sent many official 

delegations for study-tours to learn about foreign production processes.176 

Linkages with the domestic economy: Literature dealing with SSEZ’s linkages to the domes-

tic economy during the 1980s is scarce. However, Petra Pissula and Dieter Lösch’s work on 

                                                             
174Fitting, George: Export Processing Zones in Taiwan and the People’s Republic of China, in: Asia Survey, Volume 

22, Number 8 (1982), pp. 732-744 (p. 739). 
175Crane, George: Special Things in Special Ways’ – National Economic Identity and China’s Special Economic Zones, 

in: Australian Journal of Chinese Affairs, Number 32 (1994), pp. 71-92 (81). 
176Lin,Yifu and Wang, Yan: China’s Integration with the World – Development as a Process of Learning and Indus-

trial Upgrading, The World Bank Policy Research Paper, Number 4799 (2008), pp. 19-22. 
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Chinese SEZs in the 90s sheds some light on this issue. According to their assessment, despite 

the reasonable number of cooperation contracts between SEZ companies and Chinese suppli-

ers, which had been concluded, the share of local supplies was at a very low level during this 

period, especially in the joint ventures. SEEZ shared therefore a common issue with other 

Asian EPZs, in which the ratio of locally produced intermediate products accounted for 10% 

to 30% at the most.177 

One cause for the low percentage of local supplies, Pissula and Lösch put it, had been the in-

dustrial structure in the zone. The growing role of electronics and its demand for sophisti-

cated components, circuits etc. caused a decline rather than a rise in local content, since the 

intermediate products were not available at all or not in the required quality. That had been 

the prospective trend in SSEZ, too, where most supplies stemmed from Western industrialized 

countries or other, usually non-Chinese zone companies, but hardly ever from the Chinese-

hinterland.178 

Nevertheless, they continued, particularly the experimental and showcase function of the spe-

cial economic zones had been successful, giving impetus to extend the open-door policy to 

encompass the entire coastal region. Therefore, the relative success of the zone experiments 

was a precondition for the broader outward- looking policy of the Chinese economy.179 

5.3.2.2 Expert Opinions 

According to Wang Zhile’s, Yuan Yiming’s, and Xu Xiangxiang’s assessment, the development of 

SSEZ beginning of the 1980’s can be characterised as a “trial and error” process, in which the 

Shenzhen municipal government had been the central decision making institution on the 

grass root level, enjoying relatively substantial autonomy from the central and provincial gov-

ernment in its development course. It has been a “bottom up process”, in which the central 

level initially encouraged the SSEZ authorities to adopt policy measures, which would be 

beneficial for zone development in accordance with its own particular path, and the overall 

objective to unfold market forces within the otherwise strictly planned economy. By only pro-

viding the “special” regulatory framework, minimal funding, and broad policy guidelines, the 

central authorities stimulated the municipal authorities to experiment within its predefined, 

geographically delimited, areas.  

                                                             
177Pissula, Petra and Lösch, Dieter: ibid, p. 626. 
178Ibid. 
179Ibid. 
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Infrastructure development: Due to insufficient amounts of available funding on the central 

level, the Chinese government decided that SSEZ would not have to transfer any profits to the 

central or provincial government in the first decade, but rather reinvest it in the build up of 

hard and soft infrastructure. Municipal and district authorities could, thus, decide on how they 

wanted to invest into the physical development of SSEZ, eventually leading to the building of 

factories, roads, water and electricity supply, schools, and other necessary infrastructure 

components. 

Attraction of foreign investment: Before establishing SSEZ, official studies had indicated 

that the strategic location of SSEZ next to Hong Kong would qualify the area as an experimen-

tal unit for foreign investors. The central government anticipated that Hong Kong businesses 

would be investing in SSEZ, because they would have to expect high profit rates. At that time, 

compared to Hong Kong, the cost for labour, land, and renting factories or spaces were ex-

tremely low in SSEZ. Thus, according to the expert opinions, considerations about factor pro-

portions and geographic proximity played a key role in Chinas national SEZ strategy to attract 

and learn from foreign investment. For example, when only focusing on labour costs, the av-

erage share of value added spent for manufacturing wages in Hong Kong at that time ac-

counted for 70 – 75%; while in Shenzhen the share amounted for 15%.  

Granted the right to bring in their suggestions about the further development of SSEZ once a 

year in the “consultative” meeting on the municipal level, Hong Kong businesses provided the 

major share of SSEZ investors. By renting factory space for their assembling operations of 

international export products, thus transferring machinery and export knowledge, they con-

sequently set off SSEZ’s path of industrialisation. 

Technology diffusion and human skill upgrade: According to the results of the conducted 

interviews, the technology and skill transfer levels had been rather low in the beginning. Fo-

cusing on simple assembly productions during the early eighties, farmers, which constituted 

the major proportion of the labour force in SSEZ, were only trained by foreign companies in 

rather less sophisticated assembling and manufacturing tasks. Chinese authorities did not 

consider technology diffusion as much in the beginning, since the major focus had been on the 

development of a solid production base and a sound regulatory environment. However, along-

side further development of SSEZ, technology diffusion gained increased importance and Chi-

nese authorities started to introduce policies, which were designed to guarantee a certain 

standard of skill transfer to workers. Foreign companies were legally encouraged to start joint 

ventures with Chinese counterparts, setting the ground for enhanced on the job learning, and 
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training measures for Chinese staff in accordance with the particular position in the company. 

After learning from the foreign companies, Chinese workers started opening up their own 

companies or “selling” their previously gained knowledge on production or export processes, 

therefore diffusing skills and knowledge throughout Shenzhen and China.  

Important lessons? 

Generally, as the experts pointed out, China’s Shenzhen experience is very different from in-

ternational SEZ strategies today, because most of the countries had already introduced mar-

ket economies before they started implementing their national SEZ strategies. China, on the 

other hand, had been in a national transition period from a strictly planned economy to a 

more market based system, without having previous experience with the capitalist mode of 

production. Therefore, as for example Yiming put it: “The China model cannot be easily learned 

and adopted by other countries.” However, according to general consensus between the ex-

perts, SSEZ is nevertheless a good case example for gaining inspiration and ideas. Potential 

central policy implications, which had been pointed out during the interviews, included: 

• Number of zones: A government should focus on setting up a limited number of 

zones in the beginning to thoroughly study appropriate incentives and policy meas-

ures. Setting up too many zones, will lead to a development process in which the at-

tention of SEZ relevant authorities and allocation of national resources will be distri-

buted inefficiently. 

• Decentralization: Especially in the early stages, the diffusion of power to local levels 

can be essential. Authorities on this level can monitor and access the need of investors 

more closely, therefore allocating resources based on market demand. In the Chinese 

case, this approach had been an essential feature in successfully developing SSEZ.  

• Key features of national policy: Consequently, the central and provincial authorities 

should only provide the broad policy framework and regulations, a good education 

system, and important infrastructure facilities like provincial or national roads etc. 

• Crucial conceptual aspects: Domestic poor labour skills and/or a low technological 

level do not ultimately pose constraints in the initial development stage of SEZs, but 

the identification of potential markets and capital sources are crucial aspects, which 

need to be considered in the beginning of every SEZ strategy: What is a country’s 

comparative advantage? Of which factors can a country make what? How should na-

tional resources be allocated?  

• Demand-driven SEZ development: The national, provincial, and local authorities 

should regard the concerns of the private sector and incorporate their opinion in SEZ 

legislation and development, where it is appropriate and reasonable.  
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6. Conclusions – Policy Implications 

Even though, from the perspective of national welfare only regarded as “second-best” policy 

choice to overall reforms of the host economy, in general, as Theodore Moran had emphasized, 

well designed SEZs have proven to be a remarkable tool for growth all over the globe. Espe-

cially since the 1980’s, politicians and academics alike discuss on the benefits and limitations 

of internationally implemented SEZ strategies. In both developed and developing countries, 

the concept has been increasingly propagated, while at the same time adapting to the policy 

objectives and economic conditions of each host country.  

In practice, when having a look at the various published works on SEZs, a variety of terminol-

ogies appears and is used interchangeably. However, a symbiotic definition, as presented in 

chapter 3, should include following essential features: 

• Just one instrument in a portfolio of policy options. 

• Designed to foster and facilitate economic activity. 

• Encompass a specific delimited area – geographically or functionally. 

• Managed by a single administration. 

• Governed by a special regulatory regime: 

- rules and other institutions differ to the rest of the economy 

- deregulated administrative framework 

- less government intervention 

- legal privileges 

• Can offer preferential financial investment incentives. 

• May allow for the manufacturing of goods and/or the production of services. 

• Comprise streamlined procedures. 

• Offer custom-built infrastructure. 

While the basic structural features of SEZs – specific regulatory regime, dedicated governance 

structure, and design of either industrial or mixed used sites – remain, they may vary from 

case to case. Against this backdrop, the most commonly distributed types of zones today in-

clude: (1) Free trade zones, (2) traditional and (3) hybrid export processing zones, (4) free-

ports, (5) enterprise zones, (6) urban free zones, and (7) single factory export processing 

zones – each one incorporating a specific set of eligible activities, and being specifically de-

signed to serve the purpose of accomplishing the anticipated policy objectives.  
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Still, against the background of Lao’s on-going efforts to enhance its national SEZ strategy, the 

primary objective of the here presented study had been to derive policy implications for suc-

cessfully establishing SEZs from a global and Chinese perspective. Therefore, learning from 

international and Shenzen’s practices of designing and implementing export processing zones, 

following essential policy implications should to be considered by the Lao NCSEZ in its course 

of enhancing already existing SEZs and setting-up new ones:  

1. Thorough cost-benefit analysis 

As described in sub-chapter 4.2, before setting-up SEZs, governments need to calculate eight 

aspects of SEZ cost-benefit structure in order to determine whether it will produce substantial 

net welfare benefits: Potential foreign exchange earnings, employment, technology transfer, 

purchase of domestic raw material and capital goods, usage of electricity, domestic borrowing, 

taxes, as well as development and recurrent costs. Of the aforementioned aspects, develop-

ment and recurrent cost constitute the most substantial share of cost. Therefore, as a World 

Bank study in 2008 and the case study on Shenzhen SEZ had shown, diverse approaches on 

how to finance the build-up of infrastructure, have been developed in practice: 

• Formally institutionalized public-private partnerships (PPPs) to reduce a govern-

ment’s share of net cost and facilitate zone development (for the diverse types of PPPs 

see pages 32 - 33). 

• Giving financial autonomy to the local Shenzhen SEZ authorities in the early stages of 

zone development by not obliging them to transfer shares of revenues to the super or-

dinate provincial and central levels, but rather encouraging them to reinvest it in ne-

cessary infrastructure projects according to the needs of investors and overall zone 

development. 

2. Export increase and diversification 

The positive long-term impact of SEZs on a host country’s economic development in terms of 

export growth and diversification is dependent on a government ability to seize foreign de-

mand and direct resources of higher productivity accordingly. According to the H-O model of 

factor proportion, a country should concentrate on producing and exporting goods of which it 

can extensively make use of its production factor advantage. Furthermore, next to the crucial 

aspects of detecting potential markets and capital sources before establishing SEZs, as identi-

fied in the expert interviews regarding Shenzhen SEZ, findings of published works on global 

SEZ experience indicate that the provision of adequate infrastructure and choice of location 

also have a crucial impact on a country’s ability to attract foreign export producers.  
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3. Employment generation and improvement of living standards 

Being one of the primary policy objectives of SEZs, international studies have shown that the 

overall impact of SEZs on employment generation is not dependent on a specific labour re-

gime, but on the overall zone design, in terms of incentive scheme, location site, and good gov-

ernance practices. However, on the other hand, published works, especially of ILO, have ex-

tensively critized working condition in several SEZs. Therefore, in order to achieve the target 

of improving living standards of SEZ workers, a proper labour regime needs to be institution-

alized, which prohibits the infringement of labour rights, such as overly long working hours, 

employment uncertainty, and insufficient working conditions etc., and empowers workers to 

organize and join organizations, to strike, and use collective bargaining rights. 

4. Technology transfer and human capital development 

The actual transfer of technology and impact on human capital development is, according to 

SEZ life cycle hypothesis, dependent on the phase of life cycle that zones are in. In the initial 

phase of national economic development, SEZs are usually characterized by assembly-type, 

labour intensive, and low-skill productions. Crucial benefits for the host economy only contain 

(1) generation of employment and (2) reduction of poverty by providing income opportuni-

ties for untrained workers and those who are at the lower end of income distribution. Along-

side further national economic development, SEZs will enter the second stage, in which tech-

nology transfer and human development effects set off. However, as the Chinese case and in-

ternational academic works on the role of technology diffusion and human capital formation 

have demonstrated, the life cycle of a SEZ is not an automatism. Several policy aspects are 

crucial for SEZs to unfold effects of technology diffusion and human skill upgrade: 1) previ-

ously existing human capital, skill training, and technological capabilities, 2) choice of indus-

trial niche, and 3) complementary national education policies. Only if the skill base in the 

country is already expanding and local supplies improving, foreign companies may invest in 

upgrading local technological capabilities. Therefore, the host country has to develop national 

human capital and local capabilities, otherwise risking that foreign company led exports are 

likely to remain technologically stagnant, leaving the country unable to progress beyond the 

assembly of imported components. Other factors worth considering include (1) a reasonably 

sound macro-economic environment, (2) preservation of property rights and rule of law, (3) 

industry specific targeting, (4) common goal, (5) political vision, (6) competition, and (7) pri-

vate sector led development (for details see page 41). 
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5. Linkages to the domestic economy 

It has been widely acknowledged that for SEZs to add to sustainable economic development, 

they need to be linked to the domestic economy by establishing so-called “backward linkages”, 

such as 1) utilization of domestic raw material, intermediate, supplies, equipment, and utili-

ties as well as 2) subcontracting arrangements with domestic firms. In academic and public 

discourse, studies have revealed that linkages are ought to be greater under certain conditions, 

which should be regarded when setting up SEZs: (1) When SEZ activity focuses on more high-

tech sectors such as electronics rather than low-tech sectors, (2) when the domestic market 

size is large, (3) when the baseline level of industrial development of the economy is higher, 

and (4) when the state is more activist and focused on economic development with the cus-

toms area that is outside of the zone. 

6. Further lessons… 

Number of zones: The expert interviews on the Shenzhen case have revealed that the num-

ber of zones, which a government seeks to establish in the beginning in the framework of its 

SEZ strategy, should be rather limited. Therefore, contributing to more efficiently allocated 

national resources, and serving as a testing ground for appropriate incentives and policy 

measures.   

Decentralisation: As experienced in the case of Shenzhen, especially in the early stages, the 

diffusion of power to the local levels can be essential. Authorities on this level can monitor 

and access the need of investors more closely, therefore allocating resources based on the 

zone and market demand.  
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